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Through Sept. 30 Made of Paper, pre-
sented by the Rice Institute for the Arts in
conjunction with the International Insti-
tute of Experimental Print-Making.
Sewall Gallery, ground floor, Sewall Hall.
Hours: weekdays, noon to 5 P.M.

Through Oct. 17 The Graphic Art of Fran-
cisco Goya. Etchings and lithographs by
the 18th-century master. Rice Museum,
University Blvd. at Stockton. Hours:
Tuesday-Saturday, 10A.m. to 5P.M. Sunday,
noon to 6 P.M. Closed Monday.

Oct. 1-Jan. 2 Secret Affinities: Words and
Images by Rene Magritte. Paintings and
sculptures by and films about the Belgian
surrealist. Rice Museum, University
Blvd. at Stockton. Hours: Tuesday-
Saturday, 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. Sunday, noon to
6 P.M. Closed Monday.

Oct. 13-Nov. 19 Drawing in New York
Today. Sewall Gallery, ground floor,
Sewall Hall. Hours: weekdays, noon to 5
P.M. For more information, call 527-8101,
ext. 3502.

Oct. 13 Dr. Robert G. Newmann, project
director of the Center for Strategic and
International Studies at Georgetown Uni-
versity in Washington, D.C., will lead off
the 1976-77 President's Lecture Series
with a talk entitled, A More Open Ameri-
can Foreign Policy — Is It Possible? The
program will be held in the Chemistry
Lecture Hall. Admission is free. More in-
formation will be available at a later date.

Oct. 20 Charles A. Mosher, Ohio con-
gressperson, will speak on a topic to be
announced. Chemistry Lecture Hall. Free
admission.

Sept. 27-Oct. 2 A Gap in Generations.
Commedia dell 'arte by Jerry Blount. Rice
Players, Hamman Hall, 8 P.M. Admission:
$1.50 with a Rice I.D.; $1.50, students;
$3, others. For reservations, call 527-
4040.

Oct. 22, 23, 27-30 The Way of the World.
A bawdy restoration comedy by William
Conweve. Main Street Theater, Autry
House, 6265 Main St., 8 P.M. Admission:
$1.50, students; $2.50, others. For res-
ervations, call 524-3168.

Nov. 15-20 Spoon River Anthology by
Edgar Lee Masters. Rice Players, Ham-
man Hall, 8 P.M. Admission: $1.50 with a
Rice I.D.; $1.50, students; $3, others.
For reservations, call 527-4040.

Rice's 1976 Football Season. For ticket
information, call (713) 526-1161.

Sept. 18 University of Utah at Rice.
7:30 P.M.

Sept. 25 Louisiana State University at
Baton Rouge. 7:30 P.M.

Oct. 2 University of Texas at Rice.
7:30 P.M.

Oct. 9 Texas Christian University at
Fort Worth. 7:30 P.M.

Oct. 16 Texas Tech at Rice. 7:30 P.NI
Oct. 23 Texas A&M at College Station.

1:30 P.M.
Oct. 30 Arkansas at Fayetteville. 2 P.M.
Nov. 6 Southern Methodist University

at Rice. 2 P.M.
Nov. 13 Baylor at Rice. 2 P.M.
Nov. 20 University of Florida at Gaine-

ville. 2 P.M.
Nov. 27 University of Houston at Rice.

2 P. M.

Rice Owls who will be attending the Sept.
25 game at LSU in Baton Rouge will be
able to avoid the traffic crush before the
game in a unique way. The LSU Alumni
Federation is hosting a reception for both
LSU and Rice alumni, families and friends
from 3:00 to 6:30 P.M. in the Assembly
Center across the street from Tiger
Stadium. Special Rice alumni-ambas-
sadors will be there to greet you.
B. Y.O.B. — Set-ups will be provided.
Admission: $1 at the door. For more in-
formation, call the Alumni Office at (713)
527-4057 or write P.O. Box 1892, Hous-
ton, Texas 77001.

Fans are invited to a closed football practice
of the Rice Owls, Thursday, September
30. Afterwards join Head Coach Homer
Rice, his coaches, and the football team
for a buffet supper in the Owl Club Room at
Rice Stadium. The fun starts at 6 P.M.
Tickets are $4. For reservations, call the
Alumni Office at (713) 527-4057 or 527-
8101, ext. 2400.

Jan. 12-26, 1977 A South American Ad-
venture! Spend two sunny weeks jetting
around sultry South America. Stay for
four days in each of three sparkling cities:
Lima, Peru, ancient home of the legen-
dary Incas; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where
picture-perfect bays and mountains pro-
vide spectacular sights; and Caracas,
Venezuela, site of the world's highest
waterfall, Angel Falls. The price of
$1238/person covers air fare on chartered

World Airways DC-8 jets; deluxe hotel
accomodations; breakfasts and dinners
throughout the trip; all tips, and taxes.
Rice alumni, families and friends are in-
vited to join the Association of Rice
Alumni in this non-regimented Intrav
tour. Spaces will be reserved on a first-
come, first-serve basis; a deposit of $100
will reserveyour place! (Checks should be
payable to the Manchester Bank — SAA
Trust Account.) Want to come along? For
more information, contact the Alumni Of-
fice at P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas
77001 or (713) 527-4057.

May 3-6, 1977 Join Bing Crosby and
Tournament Director John Plumbley,
Rice's director of promotions for athlet-
ics, for the Bing Crosby Collegiate Golf
Classic in Guadalajara, Mexico. Thirty-six
schools — 32 of them from the U.S. —
will gather at San Isidro Country Club. Air
fare for those who will be staying the
week of Mar. 1-6 will be $65/person;
those flying in just for the weekend will be
charged $76/person. (Neither price in-
cludes hotel accomodations or meals.)
Hotel reservations may be made through
the Alumni Office. More details to follow
in a future issue of SALLYPORT.

Join the Association of Rice Alumni in July
1977 for a seventeen-day Photographic
Safari in exotic Kenyan Wildlife Preserves.
Visit Nairobi, the Maasai Mara Game
Park, the Indian Ocean, and Lake Nakuru
and Tsavo West National Parks.

For approximately $2300/person, adven-
turers will be flown to Nairobi on BOAC,
and lodged throughout the journey in the
finest hotels. The price includes all meals,
transportation in specially-outfitted ve-
hicles (that guarantee each passenger
a window seat), and expert guides.
Details will be mailed to all Rice alumni
in early 1977.

Fall '77 The Association of Rice Alumni's
Classical Adventure stops in Athens,
Rome and Istanbul. Plans are now in the
making and information will be mailed
soon to all alumni.

Films are shown in the Rice Media Center
Auditorium, University Blvd. at Stockton.
Unless otherwise specified, each film is
shown twice, at 7:30 and 10 P.M. Admis-
sion is $1.50 at the door. Call 527-4853
for more information.

Sept. 17 Please Don't Bury Me Alive. A
San Antonio-made, Chicano feature film.
Sept. 17 History of the American Avant
Garde, 1949-58. MIDNIGHT. Sept. 18 Please
Don't Bury Me Alive. Sept. 19 Please
Don't Bury Me Alive. Sept. 24 To be an-
nounced. Sept. 24 History of the Ameri-
can Avant Garde, 1959-63. MIDNIGHT.
Sept. 25 The Sugarland Express. Steven
Spielberg, director. Sept. 26 La Chienne.
Jean Renoir, director. Oct. 1 Loose Ends.
Morris and Wozniak, directors. Oct. 1
History of the American Avant Garde,
1963-66. MIDNIGHT. Oct. 2 Chulas Fron-
teras. A film about Tex-Mex music. Les

Owlmanac continues on Page 19.
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IIIhe year was 1956. Houston, Texas reflected the prosper-
ous growth of a nation that boasted the world's highest
standard of living and an infectious national optimism. An
already-tainted Richard Nixon, campaigning for the GOP's
Eisenhower ticket, spoke at Houston's Music Hall.

Miraculous "invisible glasses" — called contact lenses —
were introduced for public consumption by Texas State Optical.
At Rice, historian Arnold Toynbee was a visiting lecturer.

Racial integration in universities was a hotly debated topic.
And the college system was about to be born.
By Pauline Dessler

IIT HAD BEEN A FORTY-FIVE year gestationperiod, but Edgar Odell Lovett's
"brainchild" was finally due. Its birth

and first critical years of development so
altered the character of the "Rice
experience" that what had been for some
a four-year psycho-emotional obstacle
course became a sheltered existence
among a close-knit system of socially
and intellectually interdependent groups
— from which none was excluded.

This was Edgar Odell Lovett's dream
— a dream he had inherited from Wood-
row Wilson, his president at Princeton
University, a dream he brought with him
to a tiny, rural Houston in 1910.

Wilson's inspiration came from the old
European tradition of the colleges within
the larger, all-encompassing university.
In 1907 he made a proposal to the

Princeton board of trustees to "group
together undergraduates in residential
quadrangles, each with its common di-
ning hall, its common room for inter-
course and diversion and its resident
masters and preceptors; where mem-
bers of all four classes shall be associated
in a sort of family life, not merely as
neighbors in dormitories but as com-
rades at meals and in many daily activiti-
es." The educational process would be-
come decentralized, casual, routine,
with college members exchanging
thoughts and ideas not only among
themselves, but with resident faculty as-
sociates and graduate students. External
academic pressure would be vented in
the college's atmosphere of casual
camaradarie. The four-year college ex-
perience would become an edifying and
organic continuum.

But the Princeton board was u
pressed. Too expensive, they sai
Too complex. The proposal was whol
rejected, so Wilson abandoned the id
and consoled himself with the pre
dency of the United States.
What he did not know was

Lovett, one of his young disciples, woil
bring the idea with him when he a
cepted the presidency of an infant Rici
University (a job for which he vd
recommended by Wilson) and breall4
life into it. The idea was not dead
Only dormant.
For all his determination, Lovett le

self must have been discouraged durin.
those first years. Enthusiasm for his pia'
was scarce; money was even scarce
The prospects for success were di°
But Lovett held on.
And slowly, brick by brick, Lovettt

vision, printed in The Opening of 111
William Marsh Rice Institute, began
take physical shape. Two years after tl
first students trekked across the mudd)
unpaved campus, the first two dof
mitories were sheltering their first inb317
itants. South and East Halls shared
common dining room and were tenuod
joined by one thin, covered walkwa).
They accomodated only male student
women were not even allowed to be
campus after five in the afternoon.
Lack of leadership and strict regil

lations (women were not, of course;
permitted to frequent the halls), create'
a need for an all-student gathering place
That need was satisfied for many haPP,
years by Autry House — but still Preg
dent Lovett had hopes that one day
Rice community would be both acadeliv
cally and socially self-sustaining.

toIt was not to happen for some time
come. Even after the construction
West Hall in 1916 and North Hall'
thirty-one years later, Autry House 0,
joined — but not superseded — by '
new social center, Fondren Library.

In the meantime, Rice students 19
slowly gravitated to the irrestible:
social clubs. Without violating offic7
University policy, Rice students estab
lished and fostered fraternities ail
sororities. A strict and unrelenting 5Y5.'A
tem of hazing and rushing, selection 37
exclusion, replaced, at least temporarill'
Lovett's original idea of a humanitariall
nuturing college system.
By the fall of 1956, student life at RiCje

was such a frenzied series of trials 0,
ordeals that it had, of its own accor°'
begun to deteriorate. A September 1S,
1956 Thresher revealed two independe
signs of strain in the fundamental strilc
ture of Rice student life: An editorial dr
nounced hazing, and the Rally Club
Rice's fraternity — announced the deal'
of the traditional Bums' Rush, a danCet
held each fall, to which the entire stude
body was invited. "The Bums' Rush
not be held this year," wrote a Rally Chi,
representative, "because we can't
hotel accomodations in Houston for eve'
our closed functions anymore. The be'd
havior of some Rice students has cause
Houston establishments in general to bet
reluctant to accomodate Rice students
all, and Rally Club members have beet
unable to enjoy themselves at 105e
Bums' Rush dances because they
to worry about the possible proper'1,
damage." But the rowdiness inspired
the Rally Club had, that year, even mot;
serious consequences. Just one mull„,
after the demise of the Bums' Rush, 'Jr°
Thresher reported on the deaths of tvit,
Rice sophomores, killed while partici „Pa
ing in the "annual tire grab": "A truck 61',
the trophy, was being carried to the Ort
of the Campanile tower when the Os
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student was overwhelmed by carbon
monoxide fumes. The second student
Was killed in a rescue attempt."
While not as overtly violent, the sit-

uation for Rice women was nearly as
unpleasant. Social pressure had nec-
essitated the University's eventual
accumulation of eight thinly-veiled
sororities known as literary societies.
The PALS, EBLS, OWLS, SLLS —
each was a highly-evolved organization,
Complete with uniforms and emblems.
Some were larger and more prestigious
than others, but all demanded recogni-
tion: A rush period that lasted until the
end of October could not be ignored. It
was a hardy few who did not succumb to
the hectic flight into one or another liter-
arY society.
Things had, somehow, gotten out of

hand. Rice was ripe for a change. When
it came, the enthusiasm was unanimous.

GROWTH THAT SPRING OF 1957 was
campus-wide. At the same time
that Jones College was being built,

Construction of the biology and geology
buildings and the student center was
begun.
. But the University's physical expan-
sion only paralleled a more fundamental
Change in the basic structure of student
de. A spirit of cohesiveness began to
Manifest itself even before the first col-
liege members moved into their new
nome. A February 22, 1957 Thresher
Printed in full the new college assign-
Ments for Baker, Will Rice, Hanszen,
and Wiess, together with the news that4t

Most students are very happy with the
assignments. We congratulate the Mas-
ters and the others who helped initiate
tne College System on such a positive
rInte." College members, both on and
f-campus, were introduced to the col-

lege community through all-college

Pr
()ni Pre-college system elitism to a more casual, more cohesive style of student life: An EBLS chorus line of the fifties; good, clean fun in the days"efor •e Rice's Memorial Center; the 1966 Beer-Bike Race.

meetings at which officers were elected
and regulations were decided upon.
To eliminate any confusion about the

future function of the colleges in Rice
student life, the Thresher of March 1 ex-
plained that, "From now on the Colleges
will not be considered as a group, but
they now become individual organiza-
tions, completely independent of each
other. Their connection will be in work-
ing together on the Intercollege Commit-
tee of the Student Association."
By the end of the month, life in all four

of the original men's colleges was in full
swing; the metamorphosis from "hall" to
college had been swift and painless.
Not so for the women's college. There

were those who perceived the new col-
lege as threatening the existence of the
literary societies.
A protective Rush Rules Committee,

under the supervision of the Jones Col-
lege government, was established to
"set up a rush program which will neither
nullify the benefits of the college system
for the girls nor compromise the position
of the literary societies." Those who had
spent long, hard hours fighting for ad-
mission into the lits were determined
to preserve the evidence of their suc-
cess. One lit member felt compelled to
offer these words of comfort in an
April 12 Thresher article: "It is not an-
ticipated that the literary societies will in
any way detract from the unity of the
college — any more than residing in a
particular city interferes with the loyalty
a citizen feels for state and country." But
those with fierce interest in the futures
of the lits might have interpreted the
statement quite another way: The col-
lege would not affect the status of the
literary societies. Life would continue as
it had before.

Little did they dream that just twenty
years later, only two lits would remain:
the Elizabeth Baldwin Literary Society
and the Owen Wister Literary Society.
Or that entrance to the lits would be de-
nied no one, and that membership would

be assigned at random. Or that combined
membership in the lits would be only a
fraction of the total number of women
enrolled at Rice.
The fate of the Rally Club was much

the same. As the colleges fulfilled the
purpose for which they were designed,
the Club's importance faded. Today its
influence is much diminished. It is no
longer the index of success it once was.
Membership is no longer a matter
of selection and exclusion by the Club,
but a matter of choice on the part
of Rice men, most of whom find all the
fraternity they need within their col-
lege's structure.

Never did the University force the
issue of social clubs at Rice. As Lovett
had hoped, the colleges provided Rice
students with homes, centers of social
interaction. With the addition of Brown
College (in 1965), Lovett College (in
1968) and Richardson College (in 1971),
the system was complete.

But, despite Lovett's careful plans and
high hopes, there was one contingency
for which he could not plan: the de-
velopment of college spirit. It's advent
came just one month after the opening of
the men's colleges with the first beer-
bike race. The implications of the pro-
posal escaped no one. "Just What We
Need," a Thresher editorial of April 28,
1957, promoted the event as "exactly
the sort of activity the new college sys-
tem needs — one which calls for group
participation and encourages college loy-
alty and competitive spirit ... Already
we have the seeds of what could become
the first college tradition. It doesn't
seem likely to degenerate into the
'roughneck' to which the administration
seems to object."
The prophesy would in time be sub-

stantiated. While intramural college
competition — in softball, basketball,
volleyball, among other sports — is spir-
ited and forceful, it is the annual Beer-
Bike Race into which college pride, as a
whole, is channeled. Teams, formed in
early spring, train long, hard weeks be-
fore the race. Victory is savored by the
entire college community. Defeat is
shared disappointment.

Today the colleges serve as the foun-
dation upon which student life at Rice is
built. A week-long indoctrination period
for incoming freshmen and transfer stu-
dents familiarizes newcomers with the
college system as a whole, with the con-
cepts of seated meals, faculty as-
sociates, floor meetings, college gov-
ernment, and coed inhabitation, initiated
in Baker and Hanszen in the fall of 1973.
And, while there is that inevitable feel-

ing of "we-ness" and "they-ness" within
the individual colleges, attempts to distill
individual college identities is futile. Each
college is, after all, a group of individu-
als, each of whom brings a different
perspective to his or her college.
Moreover, the student population is
fluid. With the departure of one group
of seniors, a shiny new crop of freshmen
is ushered in to fill the empty spaces.
College officers change yearly. "Tra-
ditions," begun one year, are discon-
tinued the next. And, while the col-
lege masters serve as anchors to
which students are safely moored,
they choose, for the most part, to exert
minimal influence.
The great strength of the college sys-

tem, the one attribute that all the col-
leges share, is the sense of belonging
that each fosters among its members.
College membership is permanent, se-
cure. Faculty advisors are available for
academic -2— or personal — counseling.
The college master serves as surrogate
parent. College members are siblings.

This was Edgar Odell Lovett's dream:
to establish a system of colleges at Rice
from which a spirit, based on a deliberate
decision to meld the various students
into' a whole, would grow. The college
system can transform four ordinary col-
lege years into a continuous shared ex-
perience, a meaningful exchange of days
and years with friends made early and
kept for life.

Rice's first president dreamed of a col-
lege system when he presided over the
University's opening in 1912. Forty-five
years later, in the spring of 1957, he saw
his "child" taking its first feeble steps.
But he did not live to see its develop-
ment. That summer of 1957, Edgar
Odell Lovett died. Today, almost twenty
years later, the college system is a ma-
ture and vital part of the Rice experience
and the Rice community, a living trib-
ute to a man who saw it all sixty-six
years ago. It's enough to make any
father proud.

RICE ARCHIVES
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Frank Ryan Interviews Coach Monger Rice

Frank Ryan '58 spent thirteen seasons, three
of them all-Pro, as quarterback for the Cleve-
land Browns and the Washington Redskins.
During off-seasons, he completed work for a
doctorate in mathematical sciences at Rice.
He now serves as director of data processing
for the U.S. House of Representatives.

Ryan: What made you return to coaching after you
successful career as North Carolina's athletic direc-
tor? Aren't you jumping out of the frying pan and into
the fire, since Rice's petformance on the football field
has, in recent years, been rather discouraging?
Rice: As you know, Frank, timing is very important
— not just in throwing a football, but throughout life.
I would not have left North Carolina for any destina-
tion other than Rice University, or for any other
purpose than to build a successful athletic program
here. I have always been highly impressed with
Rice, what it stands for, and the quality of the educa-
tion it offers its students. I'd like to develop an ath-
letic program that complements and supports its
academic one. When I came to Rice, I was quite
aware of the challenge I was facing. But I also took
into account the opportunities for personal growth
that Rice offers every member of its community.

What is your basic philosophy in recruiting athletes,
and how does it measure up to the Rice ideal of the
scholar-athlete?
We will seek out and recruit the strongest

student-athletes we can find. Scholarship and athle-
tics are compatible, and I think that my aspirations
along these lines go hand-in-hand with those of the
University.

While other institutions may lower their admissions
requirements to accommodate students with superior
athletic talents but marginal grades, to what extent (if
any) should Rice follow suit?

I believe that each student-athlete's record should
be considered individually. In many cases, we may
take into account an individual's high degree of
achievement-orientation to compensate for a
scholastic weakness of some kind. Of course, I'm
not suggesting that Rice enroll any student who
poses a threat to Rice's academic reputation. But

It is often suggested that Rice withdraw
from the Southwest Conference and
join an independent conference for
smaller, more academically similar
schools. What do you think about
Rice's place in such a "Southern
Ivy League"?

consideration should be given to students who, al-
though they may not have excelled academically in
high school, show the potential for scholarly —
in addition to athletic — success by virtue of their
personal attitudes toward life and their levels of
motivation.

Is it reasonable to expect that a small, private school
like Rice can compete in athletics with a large univer-
sib, like Texas or Texas A&M?
The small private school does have a difficult time

competing with the large state university in a total
sports, program. But the differences can be
minimized with the help of athletic scholarships: the
state university scholarship is, of course, much,
much smaller than that of the private institution.
Basically, I would like to see programs for both men
and women developed, with special emphasis on a
few, specific sports. After a few years, Rice would
be able to compete on an equal basis with state
schools in at least these "focal" sports.

It is often suggested that Rice withdraw from the
Southwest Conference and join an independent con-
ference for smaller, more academically similar
schools. What do you think about Rice's place in such
a "Southern Ivy League"?
As long as I am associated with Rice University, I

hope we never consider withdrawing from the SWC.
I firmly believe that we have much to offer the Con-
ference and that we will return to the top! To put it
bluntly, I am not interested in a "Southern Ivy
League."

A concerned alumnus recently suggested to me that
Rice might seek out and cultivate the Joe Namath-type
athletes, by establishing a professional school with
courses in public relations, contract law, financial
management, and coaching and physical training. In

this way, Rice could train its athlete-students in much
the same way it trains professional engineers and ar-
chitects. What do you think?

I'm glad you asked that question, Frank, because
it gives me the opportunity to talk about Attitude
Technique. I developed the program to help profes-
sionals in college athletics with management, ad-
ministration, organization and, of course, coaching.
Yes, I'd like to develop just the kind of school you're
talking about. Right now only about five schools in
the U.S. offer any type of sports administration cur-
riculum, but none offer as complete a program as the
one you outlined. So it would be, in effect, the first
of its kind in this country. When my ideas on this
subject are published this fall, I will begin to develop
the Attitude Technique Institute at Rice. As for now,
we do have a continuing education program for
coaches who come to the Rice campus to visit and
study. At least that's a start. But eventually, we will,
I hope, begin degree programs for undergraduates
and graduate students. The years of undergraduate
study would cover the broad areas that you mention;
in postgraduate work, the student would specialize.
Because we need quality leadership in college (and
high school) athletics and because an academic prog-
ram to provide the training to produce those leaders
does not now exist, I think that Rice has the oppor-
tunity — and maybe even the responsibility — to
initiate such an innovation.

How do you plan to cultivate student support for Rice
football, particularly among those students who ques-
tion the place of "big-time" football at Rice?

I've always believed that if you take care of prob-
lems at home, those elsewhere will naturally dissa-
pate. I think the same reasoning applies to our
football program at Rice: If we do a conscientious
job in training and educating our young men on the
football team, word will spread and support will
come of its own accord. Throughout my career,
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As long as I am associated with
Rice University, I hope we never
consider withdrawing from the SWC.
I firmly believe that we have much to
offer the Conference and that we will
return to the top! To put it bluntly, I
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Ivy League."
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Homer Rice

Homer Rice's "triple option" offense has
inspired such classic strategies as the Texas
Wishbone and;the Houston Veer. His rev-
olutionary Attitude Technique encourages
college athletes and coaches alike to look
beyond the football scoreboard for personal
fulfillment. He came to Rice in January
1976 from the University of North Carolina
where, over a six year period, he had built
that athletic program into one of the na-
tion's best.
ILLUSTRATION BY MAURICE LEWIS

I have found this to be the case. We on the coach-
ing staff have a very real, very personal interest
in the futures of these young men. We try to help
them set high goals that are worthy of their poten-
tials. They learn that, in order to realize those
goals, their energy must be spent on their acade-
mic work, their work on the football field, and
their social and spiritual lives. When we put
competitive athletics on an all-encompassing
level like this, and then "keep score" by means
of individual evaluation reports (rather than the
football scoreboard), the football program and its
continuing existence defend themselves against
even the most cynical critic.

The traditional American emphasis in sports is on
Winning But what about the more idealistic view that
winning is only secondary to the pure enjoyment of the
sport?
We are in competitive athletics, so naturally we

Compete to win. But I do believe that some people
go too far in their fervor. I think it is of primary
Importance that the young athlete set a high and
Worthy goal for himself. Once he does, and begins
Working towards it, the winning takes care of itself.
Real success can only be measured over a period of
many years. Our major concern must be whether
the athlete wins in life, not on a football field.

Can Rice ever hope to field a football team that will
attract a large home audience? Continuing competi-
tion from another major SWC college and from pro-
fessional sports in Houston make prospects for an
increased home attendance seem unlikely. What
do you think?

With our triple option pocket-pass combination,
We will be providing a style of football that the Hous-
ton community will become excited about. With pro-
fessional sports and other colleges competing in the

area, it will take time, it's true, to build up to the
large, loyal following that we want. But excitement
coupled with a few wins inevitably creates tremend-
ous interest. And, since Houston is now the fifth
largest city in the U.S., there is plenty of "public" to
go around. I will certainly be looking for our share
this fall.

Speaking from a purely economic level: Just how
important is a good football program to Rice?

Very important. A successful program attracts at-
tention from a wide variety of people who may sub-
sequently become interested in — and supportive of
— areas of the University unrelated to athletics.
Throughout my career in college football, I have be-
lieved in the intangible benefits reaped from a good
public image. And a successful football program in-
variably reflects well on both its school and the indi-
viduals associated with it.

What kind of future do you see for women's varsity
sports at Rice? Will strengthening women's sports
alter in any way the status of men's sports?

Both men and women should have the opportunity
to compete in competitive athletics on the Rice cam-
pus. Limited facilities and finances, of course, limit
the amount of change that can take place at any one
time. But the fact remains that women's varsity
sports are vital to Rice's total athletic program.
Within a three-year period we will reorganize and
bring the women's program to the level of operation
it deserves. In the meantime, we in the athletic
department will need to utilize our patience,
understanding, and managerial skills to effect
such a change.

What kind of offensive football will you install at Rice,
utilizing the talents of the players you already have?

As I said a little earlier, my offensive scheme will
be the triple option with the pocket-pass. It's an
unusual combination; usually, a coach will use either
one or the other, in combination with another play.
But I find the combination very effective, a sort of a
"best of both worlds" compromise. And I have a lot
of confidence in the skills of my players. While it
normally takes two or three years to develop a very
fine pocket-passing team, I think that, with the suc-
cessful efforts of a few of our especially-gifted
players, we can implement the pocket-pass and fill
Rice Stadium with the kind of excitement it hasn't
hosted in a long time.

As a football coach, what is your personal game plan?
How do you hope to bring Rice back to championship
caliber in the SWC?

Right now I'm looking ahead ten years, during
which time Rice will continue to improve until it can
compete on an equal basis with each and every
school in the SWC. I see, basically, five steps that
must be taken to accomplish this goal: (1) A talented
athletic department staff must be assembled; (2)
gifted men and women must be recruited to compete
in intercollegiate athletics, carrying the Rice name to
victory in a variety of sports; (3) the athletic de-
partment operations must be centralized under the
strong leadership of a director; (4) adequate facilities
for competition must be furnished for both athletes
and their audiences; and (5) money to accomplish
these and other goals must be sought out and se-
cured. Above all, I feel compelled to spread the
news throughout the Rice community: Rice football
is alive and well! I see a great potential here at Rice.
We will over the next few years develop a strong,
healthy athletic program that includes men and wo-
men, athletics and scholarship. And, by its suppor-
tive participation now, the Rice community can in-
sure the realization of this prophecy in the years to
come.
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Rice and the
Olympics

mommommosommor 

By Dana Blankenhorn

T
HE OLYMPIC GAMES give us anonymous
champions. Too much happens too
quickly for it to be otherwise. Years
from now, few will remember the win-

ner of the Olympic 800 meter run, or the 100
meter butterfly. The Games do create
superstars, but they are only the tip of an
iceberg of victors.
The quality to become an Olympian must

come from inside. It takes a special personal-
ity to compete for Olympic gold. That compe-
tition is youth's climax, but only the beginning
of life's larger struggles. Inside each Olym-
pian must be a desire to overcome his or her
own limits and then to take on the world.

There are many sports in the Games, but it
is in track and field that Rice and the Olym-
pics come together.
The story began in 1924. Fred Stancliff '26,

a Rice shot putter, was one or the best in the
world, a favorite to lead the U.S. weightmen
to Paris. But, as today, the 1924 Olympic
team was chosen in open competition, rather
than on the basis of previous records, and the
trials were held in Boston. It was June, but
cold to Texan Stancliff. "I never could get
warmed up," he remembers now. "I just
didn't feel comfortable that day, and a
large part of any competition is a struggle
against yourself, against just that kind of feel-
ing. I did finish in the top ten," he adds, but
only five made the trip to Paris.

Cold weather would not halt Fred Wol-
cott's drive to the Games. "He was the
greatest hurdler of his day," remembers
teammate and friend Jack Patterson '39, now
the athletic director of Baylor University.
"He was the first world-class runner to use
his arms in gathering speed over the hur-
dles," an innovation similar in its impact to
the "Fosbury Flop" of the late 60s. Wolcott
'41 won five NCAA championships while
at Rice, setting national records. On a 1938
tour of Europe, he was undefeated, the
world's best.

It took World War II to stop Wolcott. The
1940 Olympic Games were never held, al-
through Wolcott was given a place on the
honorary 1940 U.S. team. "We'd talked about
the Games," says Patterson, "and certainly
we were disappointed, but it didn't change his
life. There was too much there.
"I'm glad you're remembering him,

though. He was a good man, a fine compe-
titor. I was proud to call him a friend." After a
career in Houston business, Wolcott died in
1975.

T
HE FIRST RICE PERSON to actually com-
pete in the Olympics was Vern McGrew
'50, who was only a sophomore when
he traveled to the 1948 Games in Lon-

don. For a continent only beginning to re-
cover from the War the young American
team was something special. They seemed
untouched by the conflict. They were the fu-
ture.

At age nineteen, McGrew was one of the
youngest of those Americans. The previous
year he'd been Rice's number two high
jumper, behind senior Henry Coffman '48,
but the past could be no measure in choosing
an Olympic team. It was a recurrent theme of
these Games.
For a time McGrew roomed with his only

junior on the U.S. track team and he bene-
fitted from the association. Bob Mathias was
"a little more intense than the rest of us. He
wasn't in awe of the competition, and that
helped everyone else feel the same way."
Mathias would become an Olympic legend,
the only man ever to win the decathlon twice,
repeating as the "World's Greatest Athlete."
McGrew finished sixth in the high jump.

Today he works as a lobbyist for Exxon. He
can look out his office window and see part of
the future his Olympiad promised. "Winning
would have been nice, but the competition is
more important. You do your best, and you're
proud of it. I remember that part of my life
vividly. I learned from it, about myself and
the world. Perhaps it changed me, but how
could you tell one way or the other? I only
know I'm richer for the experience."

F
OUR YEARS LATER, Rice had its second
Olympian. Jim Gerhardt '51 was a for-
ward on the Owl basketball team, and
one of the Southwest Conference's top

scorers. During the spring, he was a member
of the late Coach Emmett Brunson's track
team, in the broad jump. He was also pressed
into service in the triple jump, then referred
to by the more descriptive title of "hop, step,
and jump." It was not a strong event for the
U.S., and Gerhardt saw in it a chance to
make the 1952 Olympic team. After gradua-
tion, he recalls, "I went for graduate work at
the University of Texas. There, I was al-
lowed to work out with their track team and
use their facilities." His practice in Austin re-
sulted in an invitation to the Olympic trials,
and "when the trials came, I competed in my
Rice jersey. This didn't particularly please my
UT teammates, but I was proud of my Rice
connection." Gerhardt made the team, but
missed winning a medal in Helsinki. Gerhardt
had adapted to the weaknesses of the 1952
team, competing in an event far from his un-
dergraduate specialty. Fred Hansen '63 was
different. He was a world-class vaulter even
as an undergraduate, a track rarity.
When he graduated in 1963, Hansen stayed

at Rice, taking additional courses so that he
could practice the six to eight hours per day
he required, raising the bar higher and clear-
ing it, as he had every season. It was an
uncommon dedication, but today he explains

those hours of practice simply. "If you have
that kind of ability, I think you have an obliga-
tion to yourself to try for an Olympic medal:"
The time was expensive. "Amateur athlet-

ics is not going to make you a rich man. But
being offered invitations from all over the na-
tion to compete, and having my expenses
paid, that helped. I was able to get by."

In those years of Cold War, any competi-
tion between the U.S. and the USSR was an
important event, and the 1964 dual track
meet in Los Angeles, four months before the
Tokyo games, attracted the attention of the
world. Hansen came to that meet and set a
new world record of 17'4".
But Olympic competition is something

else. "It's really difficult to explain how tough
it is unless you've been to the trials or the
Games." Suffice to say that four years usually
turns a freshman into an alumnus, a compe-
titor into a spectator. Time, and so timing,
are the greatest concerns of the world class
athlete who eyes the Games. There are few
second chances. Everything depends upon
one moment; even the nation's best cannot
be assured a place on the team. Hansen's
vault of 17' was the best, however, at those
trials, and he went on to Tokyo.

Another Rice person also made that trip.
Ed Red '65 was a javelin thrower, and still a
Rice undergraduate. He was the only Ameri-
can to reach the javelin finals, and even that
was an international "upset." A medal was
beyond reach, for the javelin was not an
"American" event.

But the world's attention was on Hansen,
and fellow American John Pennel. Pole vault-
ing has been dominated by U.S. athletes
since the first modern Olympic Games, which
makes the pressure even greater. They
vaulted into the evening, but when the
bar reached 16'9", only Fred Hansen went
over. To date he is Rice's only gold medalist.
There are advantages in being a champion,

Hansen admits now. He credits the gold
medal with his acceptance at Baylor's Dental
College the following year. Like many Olym-
pic champions, he put his pole away when the
games were over, and today he has a thriving
dental practice. He expects calls from the

Houston media as each Olympiad draws to a
close, and receives invitations to address
sports dinners all over Southeast Texas. He
tells his audiences, "You can do anything you
think you can do. If you're going to win, you
have to believe in yourself. But a gold medal
won't make your life. The lessons in the
effort are at least as important as the
effort itself."

In 1972, a second Rice pole vaulter made
his way to the U.S. Olympic trials. Dave
Roberts '74 finished fourth, and vo4„:hed the g
games of Munich on television. But one dis-
appointment would not deter him. After
graduating from Rice his choice of the Uni-
versity of Florida's Medical School brought 1)
him into the Florida Track Club, one of the
nation's best Olympic training grounds.
Over the previous twelve years Fred Han'

sen's world record of 17'4" had been made to 6
look very low indeed, Dave Roberts was the

Above, Fred Hansen '63 sets a world record is
Tokyo; above right, Dave Roberts '74, 1976 5
Olympic bronze medalist
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first man to vault 18', and he climbed with the
record until it reached 18'6". At the Olympic
trials in Eugene, Oregon, Roberts pushed the
bar up to 18'81/4" and then cleared the record
height with a teammate's pole after his own
broke in an earlier attempt. He was the favo-
rite in Montreal.
You might have seen it yourself, on televi-

sion. The bar seemed low to the vaulters,
Who expected Roberts's record to fall, the
Wind was swirling inside the mammoth Olym-
Pic Stadium, and Poland's Tadeusz Slusarski
attracted little notice when he cleared 18'1/2".
Roberts, in fact, passed the next height as
being too easy. Then, rain began falling on
the artificial surface of the runway, puddles
formed on it, and one by one, every other
vaulter dropped out, unable to clear 18"3".
Then the bar was raised for Roberts.
He carried the pole and ran through the

water. He lost his footing and came up short.
Ile 'd used the first of three chances for the
gold medal, and as the minutes passed and
the rains came harder now, the odds against
him rose. The water soaked his uniform,
rdaking him heavier as he made his second
attempt, loosening the usually sure grip with
which he held his pole. But now he had the
height, and the crowd roared, the giant
scoreboard proclaiming a new Olympic
irecord. Roberts knew he was short of the
dal', short of the foam rubber padding used
11°w to cushion vaulters' efforts, and two
stories abor the ground. There was a dif-
ferent kind of breathless anticipation now,
but he was unhurt.
.The Olympic rules give each vaulter three

Ildnutes per attempt. The electronic timer,
visible to the Stadium and television audience
1?oth, was counting down again. The effect is
hke a giant quiz show. But the rain was a
icidWnpour now, and there was only a minute
!eft, as he ran through the gloom, mastering

Planting his pole and reaching for the sky.
Pia legs and arms led his body over the bar,
DU. t his chest hit it flush coming back, and as
Ills body fell the gold came tumbling down.
Slusarski was standing a few feet away in

disbelief. Dave Roberts smiled as he passed
Ills ROW ecstatic competitor, and the two men
.hook hands. They embraced. The competi-
40u over, the Olympic ideal remained.
The Games have changed over the years.

iNations take them more seriously now.
Great bureaucracies of sport have emerged
throughout the world to create supermen and
sdPerwomen for every Olympic event. Gold,
!liver, and bronze medals are tallied as
kthough the legitimacy of our way of life some-
0W hangs in the balance. But every four
Ytears the unknown athletes come. Many of
c111,eirl are idealists, still calling these the
•Tjrripic Games. Theirs is our moment.
delrs is the moment. Then time passes and

W..e recognize that the heroes are only slightly
1.,Ifferent from the rest of us. It's reassuring.
e• call these people Olympians, but they
• t come down from the mountaintop.

Ine of them, in fact, come from Rice.

By Katherine Fischer Drew '44

M
ike McEnany, dean of undergraduate
affairs from 1964 to 1973, was born in
Covington, Louisiana in 1908. He re-
ceived the BS in electrical engineer-

ing from Colorado College in 1929, the MA
from Dartmouth in 1931, and joined the elec-
trical engineering department at Rice in 1943.

Reflecting on his earliest impressions of
Rice, Mike McEnany recalls that he was
quite puzzled by its architecture (an architec-
ture that he came to understand and to love)
and quite surprised by its size — that a school
so small could have a reputation so large.
Rice people were a closely knit group, he
found. Alumni, faculty, and students seemed
all to know one another, and every one had an
uncommonly intense loyalty to their school.
Dean McEnany has watched Rice grow

since 1943, and he has watched its face, and
faces, change. Rice was no more than fifteen
buildings, located in small bunches across a
wide campus, when he arrived. Today the
buildings are almost too numerous to count.

With the vast physical expansion has come
an increase in the size of the student body
and an increase in the size of the faculty. But
the changes in physical appearance and in size
are not the only changes that have occurred
at Rice. Rice has had four different presidents
while McEnany has been here, and it has
been as if McEnany had known four different
universities. Each president has had his own
distinctive style and interpretation of his
duties, although each has been strongly
aware of Rice's reputation and of his own re-
sponsibility for maintaining that reputation.
For McEnany, who has enjoyed the confi-
dence and trust of each of these presidents,
there remains a special regard for the admin-
istration of William V. Houston (president
from 1945 to 1960). President Houston came
to Rice aware of the qualities of the institu-
tion, filled with a mission to maintain and
increase the reputation of the school. Hous-
ton's vision and sincerity made working with
him something very special.
When World War II ended in 1945 and the

presidency of Edgar 0. Lovett gave way to
that of Houston, Rice began to grow and to
go through a process of reorganization. In
that reorganization, Mike McEnany played a
key role in all matters pertaining to students
and student life.

McEnany's contacts with student academic
problems began when he became a member
of the committee on examinations and stand-
ing in 1946. At that time, EX&S was the only
committee (other than student activities,
under Guy McBride) concerned with student
affairs. It was charged with responsibilities
in the areas of scholarship, undergraduate
teaching, curriculum and, of course, exam-
inations and standing — work that is now
done by four University committees. By the
time McEnany became chairman of EX&S, in
1953, he was intimately familiar with the man-
ifold problems of record keeping and the
complicated academic problems of students.
Accordingly, when reorganization dictated
that the office of admissions be separated
from that of the registrar, with S. G. McCann
becoming director of admissions and Joe D.
Thomas, registrar, McEnany was called upon
to be Rice's first assistant registrar. And the
following year, when Thomas returned to
full-time teaching in the English department,
McEnany was named registrar.
From the time that he joined the registrar's

office until the early 1960's, McEnany offered
to students the only extensive academic
counselling on campus. And it was very effec-
tive counselling, as the many students who
sought and received advice from him will re-
call. It was possible, according to McEnany,
because the university was still small enough
that he could know almost all members of the
student body and of the faculty at the same
time. Students could tell him what their
problems were and he could go directly to
professors for candid discussions. It was a
remarkably effective way of keeping stu-
dents and faculty interests in touch.
As the University grew in size and the col-

lege system was introduced, the plan was to
shift most advisory activities to the colleges,
and by 1964 this system was functioning well.
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To coordinate the efforts of the college mas-
ters and the college associates with the regis-
trar, a new position was created, that of dean
of undergraduate affairs. It was only natural
that the man heretofore responsible for much
of student advising should be offered that po-
sition — in fact, one suspects that the office
was tailored to him.
So from 1964 until 1973, Registrar

McEnany was Dean McEnany. In theory,
there were now other advisers, many of
them, so that each could be more imme-
diately concerned with the problems of a
specific group of students. Student advising
was now one of the primary responsibilities of
the college associates. And certainly one of
the great contributions of the college system
has been the attention given to student advis-
ing and to interpersonal contacts between
students and faculty.

Nonetheless, many students still sought
out Dean McEnany. His reputation for pa-
tience, understanding, and sound advice did
not diminish; it increased. However, Dean
McEnany himself is not quite so satisfied with
those years. Inevitably he became more in-
volved in administrative decisions and lost a
good deal of direct contact with Rice stu-
dents, which he regretted. As the college
system developed, it was inevitable that the
dean would spend most of his time coordinat-
ing the activities of those many faculty mem-
bers now concerned with student activities.
Nonetheless, although some loss of student
contact may have resulted, it is quite obvious
to everyone who was on campus during
those years that it was Dean McEnany who
enjoyed the confidence of all, students and
faculty alike.
That the college system was introduced so

successfully and that it has become such a
strong element in the Rice spirit owes a great
deal to the dedication and selflessness of this
remarkable man. Rice students in particular
and the Rice community in general are very
fortunate. Even today, three years after his
retirement as dean, Mike McEnany, prelaw
advisor to students, continues to remain "in
touch." Ours is a better place because of this.
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RICE AND CC
By Terrence Doody

SIX YEARS AGO, WHEN I first came to Rice from
graduate school at Cornell, there was some-
thing about Rice that didn't feel quite right, so I

began looking at the campus for clues to Rice's na-
ture. The first thing I noticed, and you may have
noticed this too, is that the central quadrangle be-
tween Lovett Hall and Fondren Library is not a col-
lege quad at all; it is actually a great natural preserve
for privet hedges. The privet hedge is not, as far as I
know, an endangered species, nor is it anybody's
idea of beautiful flora. Those hedges are barriers,
though; more like walls than plants: they often make
the quad awkward to cross, and they make the vir-
tual center of the campus useless as a place of con-
gregation. On the other hand, apparently, the
hedges do keep Lovett Hall and the library from
imploding into the vacuum around Willie's statue.
The second thing I noticed was Sammy's: it's a

student center that very few students use. One told
me she hadn't been there in three years. Now the
only truly compelling reasons for using Sammy's are
living off campus and asceticism, but it is still a
natural place for hanging out that not many under-
graduates hang out in. And until the pub opened last
year, there was no place at Rice where lots of people
simply hung out.
As I began then to listen to the way Rice people

used to talk, I heard my first performance of the
Rice myth, which tried to explain why people got a
good education here but had a lousy time doing it.
The cruder expression of the myth laid all the blame
on the typical Rice girl. This explanation came, of
course, from the typical Rice boy, who could only lay
the blame. The more considered, more sophisti-
cated expression of the myth, which I heard from
some upper-class-persons and some of the faculty,
held that life at Rice was so boring and repressed
because the male and female colleges were .. . so
far apart! This blew my little Irish mind. I was begin-
ning to think that at Rice, geography is destiny: that
the life of the community here had been determined
by the landscaping of the quad, Sammy's, and the
distance between colleges. I also began to fear that
the emptiness around Willie's tomb was infectious.
Some purportedly intelligent people were trying to
tell me that what is about four city blocks between
Jones and Lovett Colleges was as socially inhibiting
as Mother Herself.
What I began to hear next at Rice was the silence.

It was hard to get the people in my courses to talk,
and I was more than a little worried about how I was
teaching until I realized that when I heard other fa-
culty boasting, their boast often was, "I got them to
talk today, they participated in the class." But that
participation apparently exhausted itself in the
classroom. Every student in the last six years who
has complained to me about Rice has complained not
so much about the education it offers as about the
community that it doesn't. And the complaint takes a
shape like this: No one talks to anyone here, I can't
find the conversation I expected, I can't even find
the conversation I need.
The complaint crosses all social and sexual bound-

aries, and it has been made by the faculty as well. It
may be no more accurate a perception than the one
which saw the distancc between colleges as part of
the requirement for a degree in space science. It
may well have been that the talk here and the quality
of community were good, but that we all suffered
from the high expectations that got us to Rice in the

Terrence Doody, associate professor of English, came
to Rice in 1970 from Cornell University where he
received his PhD. He is a Will Rice College faculty
associate who, in 1972, won the Brown College
Teaching Award in the Humanities.

On Wednesday, August 18, Doody introduced
incoming students to "Rice and Community" at a
Freshman Week assembly in Hamman Hall. sat,
LYPORT is proud to reprint this edited version of his
provocative and entertaining talk.

No signs of life: The academic quadrangle at 5 PM., two weeks into the fall 1976 semester.

first place. Nonetheless, it was and still is a com-
plaint that has to be taken seriously because it grows
from a feeling that is real and very discouraging: if
you feel that no one is going to talk to you anyhow,
you won't trek the sidewalks between the colleges;
you'll stay in your room or hide in a carrel, where all
the other people at Rice who would be looking for
someone to talk to won't go looking for you either.
So, the strange Rice silence has been felt by those it
surrounds to be a loneliness more acute than the
solitude intellectual work always requires, and from
this loneliness grows the futility and doubt that ask,
Why, exactly, am I here? What am I doing here?
What in the world is here?

Inherent in the difficulty of these questions is
figuring out what kind of community a university
should be, and how this community is to be
achieved. I think this community has to be achieved
because it cannot be simply assumed to exist al-
ready. It is at this point, however, that we run into
some heavy bushes. In defining community, the
German social thinker Ferdinand Toennies distin-
guishes it from society. He uses the German terms
Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft in a specifically formal
way, and he says that community is real and organic,
whereas society is imaginary and mechanical.
The root and model of a community are the family,

but the model of a society is a commercial corpora-
tion. In many ways, a university is more like a cor-
poration than a family. We are not united here by
blood kinship; we are united under the imaginary
goal of getting an education that requires mechanical
procedures like the semester, examinations, cred-
its, majors, the degree. Yet it should go without
saying that we live and work at Rice in a way very
different from the way in which members of a corpo-
ration occupy the building that houses their com-
pany. Life at Rice is communal in so far as it is, in
Toermies's words, a kind of intimate, private, and
exclusive living together. The other hedges that sepa-
rate us from the immediate neighborhood and
greater city are fortunate symbols of the possibility
that the university, if it cannot still be the ivory
tower of blessed memory, can be a special and
privileged place. It is still some kind of sanctuary,

and it excites in most of us the good expectation that
life here can be at least different and at most better.
At its best, it can be life in a community which, by
definition, recognizes each individual's bonds of de-
pendency at the same time it fosters his individual-
ity, his independence, his freedom. A society, by
definition, does not foster that independence; a soci-
ety exists for its own sake and not for the sake of its
members, and it promotes among them, Toennies
says, selfishness, tension, competition.

ou WILL BE VERY LUCKY if you escape the tension
and competition here, yet what gives Rice its
real being is exactly the quality of "understand-

ing" that Toennies says is essential to community
itself. His translator explains that the word he uses
to signify understanding includes the connotations of
"similar sentiments, hopes, aspirations, desires,
attitudes, emotions, and beliefs." To assume that
quality of understanding from the members of a
corporation smacks of either a sentimental "toge-
therness" or the kind of fascism which once in-
spired a major multinational corporation to require
that its sales force wear dark suits, only white
shirts, and dull ties. To ask that quality of under-
standing from a university, however, is not inor-
dinate because here our aspirations and beliefs
are committed not to some product but to the
education and development of the individual. We are
here to learn, which means we are here in order to
change, and if we change the life at Rice in doing so,
so much the better, because that change will pro-
ceed from the understanding which Toennies
says is based upon intimate knowledge of each
other in so far as this is conditioned and advanced
by direct interest of one being in the life of the other,
and readiness to take part in his joy and sorrow.
For that reason understanding is the more, the
more alike the constitution and experience or the more
the natural disposition, character, and intellectual at-
titude are similar or harmonize.
We cannot expect a tight similarity of personal

constitution, experience, or character among our-
selves; in fact, too much of this kind of similarity
here can produce boredom. However, we can hope
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that our deliberate presence together at Rice does
suppose a harmonious disposition and intellectual at-
titude. And we have to hope even more fervently
that all of us realize each of us must benefit from the
direct interest of one being in the life of the other, and
readiness to take part in his joy and sorrow.

This readiness requires charity, courage, and at-
tention — which you are more likely to get from
your family than from the stranger sitting next to
you, right? Maybe not. We all at least know about
the deficiencies of some families, yet the family re-
mains to most of us so emotionally powerful a model
of community that we can easily misunderstand
Paradigmatic definitions of community like Toen-
nies's. Listen again to the adjectives he uses to dis-
tinguish community from society. Community is real
and organic; society is imaginary and mechanical.
Hard as we try to hear these adjectives without pre-
judice, they still carry a great emotional load. Real is
better than imaginary, organic is better than
mechanical. Think of the money the Crunchy
Granola people have made on this assumption. And
while we all know that societies are necessary, we
also feel, I bet, that mechanical means work and real
means something we can take for granted. This is
especially evident in our usually unarticulated as-
sumptions about the communities by which we de-
fine ourselves. We have made a lot of mistakes lately
in assuming that putative communities are really or-
ganic, and we have made these mistakes because so
many of us have become desperate to take a place
and have our being in communities that are as
natural and supportive as we dream them to be. Yet
not all blacks are Panthers or Uncle Toms. Not all
women are feminists. The Jews who are not Zionists
are not therefore anti-Semitic. There are actually
People in California who have never even heard of
Ram Dass. And there are Evangelical Christians
who will not vote for Jimmy Carter.
Our desperation to assume the integrity of these

Fommunities, either to be for them or against them,
Is the issue of our diminishing belief that the real is
something we can take for granted. Communities
are no longer necessarily real because reality isn't
there any more; it hasn't been for some time. The

alienation that used to be the special provenance of
the tragic figures of the nineteenth-century novel —
Ahab, the Underground Man, Mme. Bovary, Anna
Karenina — this alienation is by now the "crazy
salad" that all of us eat with our regular meat and
potatoes. It's an alienation so commonplace it has
sponsored identity crises in at least two of our last
three presidents, Nixon and Johnson, while they were
president! And it has sponsored among lesser im-
mortals a whole new moral technology with tech-
niques as simple as the ABCs: TM, TA, est, and the
scriptural I'm O.K., You're O.K. (which a paranoid I
know has said really means: I'm OK, you're a jerk).
This alphabetical conspiracy is almost demeaningly
hopeful because it assumes the world is readily there
and the resolutions of our life can be easy and quick.

Toennies is not so naive. He defines the medium
of community, the organ of its understanding as lan-
guage. Language, he says, "is not merely an artificial
means of overcoming a natural lack of understand-
ing, nor does it serve merely the purpose of enabling
one to make oneself understood." Rather, language
"is itself the living understanding both in its content
and in its form." We extend and even create this
understanding by using language to talk to each
other. Our community here is not constituted by
these grounds and buildings; they are only what
medievalists call a locus amoenus, an amenable

"If we are to create the community
that most of us desire, we must do it
by taking direct interest in the life of
each other, by being ready to take
part in each other's joy and sorrow."

place. Our real community here arises from all the
languages we have come to study — the languages
of physics, engineering, the life sciences, history,
politics, art — and the equally various languages of
our own conversation. And we do converse in vari-
ous languages, all of which sound like some kind of
English and deceive us, maybe, that we are actually
getting through. But all of our words are loaded with
a private emotional freight that not every ear can
bear. A teacher I had in graduate school once said
that the purpose of an education is to learn how to
make generalizations. At least, that's what I heard
him say and what I take to mean that we have to
learn how to talk in a way that is generally audible to
those we want to hear us. In other words, we have
to address our experience in other words. Translat-
ing ourselves towards Bethlehem to be born.

This project of creating our language in order to
create ourselves and our community is the great
lesson of the consciousness-raising cells of the
feminist movement and of the cumulative record of
the three poems you have in hand — Wordsworth's
Tintern Abbey, Matthew Arnold's Dover Beach, and
Wallace Stevens's The Idea of Order at Key West.
The three are a neat sequence of major poems. I call
your attention to them not because these poems are
anything like a history of our literature or culture,
but because they can be heard together as an
epitome of the gradual estrangement from the
natural world that has nurtured in our time our most
natural doubts and anxieties. These poems argue
together that we must create our communities for
no less a reason than that we must first create the
world. [Professor Doody at this point discussed the
three poems in detail.]

1 N THE LAST six years, the community at Rice has
improved with the establishment of the coed col-
leges, Willie's Pub, the Faculty Council, the Self

Study, a more energetic effort toward recruiting you
students, and a University Convocation, which was
held last winter under the auspices of the Student
Association in order to give all of us a chance to think
out loud about what Rice is and should be. That
Convocation was a very exciting couple of days for

those who participated in it; unfortunately, not
enough did. Too many people used the opportunity
to catch up or to maintain standards, instead of tak-
ing the time to examine what they were catching or
maintaining. There will be another Convocation in
November, and it will need all of our support be-
cause it is the only forum of its kind at Rice, the only
place where all of us can listen to what Stevens
might call each other's "keener sounds." Until then
and beyond then, however, there is a lot for all of us
to do.

In the first place, we have to recognize that Rice
must be thought of as a community and not only as
an institution that requires sound management. Fi-
nancial survival is not a philosophy of education.
Neither is the word "Excellence," which is used
around here so reverently but so loosely that it has
become meaningless. A philosophy of education
would posit clear goals and concrete choices toward
those goals; "Excellence" by itself leaves the goals
abstract and suggests that what we have chosen is
not to be lousy. Yet while we have an excellent foot-
ball stadium, we do not have an excellent library.

In the second place, the faculty, I think, would do
well to remind itself every day that we teach stu-
dents first and the matter of our disciplines second.
Things do not get taught unless they are learned;
and if they aren't learned by somebody, they are as
useless as the quad. We could also look, I think, to
teaching each other in more organized ways than in
the white noise of shop talk. The physics and
philosophy departments have organized seminars;
there may be others I don't ,know of. History and
English used to have them, but they went the way of
all flesh — apparently toward the gym, which seems
to be the best place at Rice to meet someone from
outside your own department. The most difficult
burden, however, remains with you, the students.
You have only been at Rice a couple of days, and only
nothing can be taken for granted. If we are all to
create the community at Rice that the most of us
seem to desire, all of us must do it by taking direct
interest in the life of each other, by being ready to
take part in each other's joy and sorrow. Rice has a
pretty dedicated faculty; some of the masters and
college associates are not only edifying, they're
amazing. But the faculty is outnumbered here by
about 10 to 1, and the classroom may be the least
important place on the campus. You live in your col-
leges, and it is there that you must create the under-
standing in which all of you can live together. You
cannot assume that Baker, or Brown, or Will Rice is
anything more than a building, or that Rice itself is
more than the privet hedge's mournful cosmic last
resort.

In the time between now and next few days read
these three poems. All of them are in English. Rice
could be at its best, like a Tintern Abbey, where
natural innocence is lost but recompensed by more
enduring consciousness, A motion and a spirit, that
impels /All thinking things, all objects of all
thought, lAnd rolls through all things. It can be that
place, In which the heavy and weary weight/Of all the
intelligible world !Is lighted. Most of us here will
sometime, for better or worse, "hear" the "grating
roar" that is Dover Beach, will feel the despair which
was this poet's. We may, in turn, learn the value of
our community in a world we can no longer take for
granted. What we all must do is sing, as the woman
of Key West sings, affirming the power of the human
imagination, the human voice. Whatever life this
world, our community has, it has only because of
your song.
She sang beyond the genius of the sea, Stevens

wrote. And when she sang, the sea, /Whatever self it
had, became the self/That was her song, for she was
the maker. You, now, are the maker, beyond the
genius of Rice is you. So love yourselves and each
other and Rice. Talk. And listen, faithfully and hard,
for the things that are most important to say are
often the most difficult to get out. Talk. Don't
B.S. Talk.
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NEWS & NOTICES

E
ach year at this time one out of every
two questions asked on campus, and
one out of every three comments
made, have something to do with the

new freshmen.
"I hear that there are 800 new freshmen."
"Yeah, and half of them are engineers."
"I thought half were pre-meds."
"Did you hear? They say the SAT's are

lower this year."
"I heard that they were the only things the

Admissions Committee cared about. So how
could they have been lower?"

"Well, all I know is that it was harder to get
into the science division."
"No, it was harder getting into engineering."
"But reading wasn't required for getting

into either one, right?"
"All I know is that the academic quality of

Rice students is declining. They just aren't as
well-educated to begin with as they were
when I was at Rice."
"You're crazy. They're just as smart —

and a lot better-looking!"
So, how do you dispel the rumors that

abound? How can you compare one freshman
class against another? Is this freshman class
really all that different from last year's?

Rice students are traditionally charac-
terized as serious students. Reviewing statis-
tics for the last ten years, we see that the
number of valedictorians and salutatorians
has remained roughly the same. Each year
between 125 and 140 of the approximately
600 entering freshmen graduate first or sec-
ond in their high school classes. And this
year's class is no exception. One hundred and
twenty-nine freshmen fall into this category
and approximately the same percentage as
that of ten years ago is in the top five percent
of a graduating class. Each year, a large per-
centage (nearly twenty-five percent, this
year) of Rice's entering freshmen are high
school National Merit Scholars.

Frequently discussed among admissions
office staff in the last year or two has been
the steady decline of CEEB scores. Over the
past ten years, the verbal SAT score has de-
clined nationally by over thirty points, while
the nationwide mathematics score has dipped
approximately twenty points. Rice has seen a
statistical drop of about the same rate. (See
"Reading,' Riting and Rice Students" in the

March-April SALLYPORT for a discussion of the
phenomenon as it relates to Rice.) However,

in contrast to the grim figures, entering stu-

dents are bright, eager and interesting with

diverse personal interests and backgrounds.

A certain amount of sophistication is evident,

but enthusiasm is still more prevalent than
cynicism.

Each year the number of minority students
increases, and this year brings a strong group
of highly-qualified black and Mexican-
American students to Rice. New students

represent eighteen foreign countries and a
myriad of international backgrounds.
But the U.S. too, is well-represented.

Among the approximately 625 entering
freshmen, seventeen are from New York,
eleven are from Ohio, ten are from Connec-
ticut and twenty come from Massachusetts.
An additional thirty-two states, among them
Arizona, Vermont, Hawaii, Oregon and
Wyoming, have ambassadors populating the
class of 1980.

Admissions people admit that some seg-
ments of the population are underrepre-
sented. For example, Rice's strong mas-
culine stereotype is an enduring impediment
in the effort to secure female applicants.
Though Rice has always numbered women
among its student body, high school students

or their parents still ask, "But hasn't Rice

only recently begun to admit women?"
Only thirty percent of the applicant pool in

the last two years has been women. This

year the entering freshman class is thirty-

four percent women, an improvement over

past years. Two factors will, it is expected,

improve the situation still further: The Ad-

missions Committee will continue to seek out

more women, and the women themselves

will approach Rice as their interest in techni-

cal careers expand.
Alumni children were well-represented in

this entering class: Fifty-two have parents

who attended Rice.
This year's freshmen, in a trend that has

gained national momentum over the last few

years, are oriented toward demanding pro-

fessional careers. A large number of the stu-

dents are pre-med, engineering, or pre-law.

Some students are even trying to prepare for

two fields. In addition, business is becoming a
more appealing career, so economics, ac-
counting and managerial studies course en-
rollments have been increasing.

These new students have, for the most
part, come to Rice because they sincerely
want to be here. Their goal is an academically
prestigious award: the Rice degree. How
they will respond to the Rice experience is
the big question. What will Rice do for them?
How will they feel four years from now?

In the meantime, Rice can offer them a
challenge equal to the abilities that drew them
here. And, if it lives up to its tradition of
excellence, Rice will also offer these students
the encouragement to grow and prosper in
this challenge.

— Margo Downey

CAMPUS

Luce Scholarships
Available

R
ecent Rice graduates, junior faculty,

graduate students, and seniors in-
terested in a year's experience of living
and working in Asia have the opportu-

nity to apply this fall for a Luce ScholarshiP•
Established and funded by the Henry Luce

Foundation, Inc., the Luce Scholars Prograul
is directed toward developing a broader

understanding of Asia and Asian peoples
among the the future leaders of our countrY•
It is designed not for students specializing in
Asian studies, but for students or graduates

of high ability and professional promise in
other areas. Each scholarship includes trave!
fare, medical insurance, and a stipend 01
$9,000, to be increased to $11,000 if the re-

cipient is married and accompanied by a wife
or husband.

Applications for the Scholarship should be
in the office of the Dean of Undergraduate
Affairs, 101 Lovett Hall, not later than Fri-
day, October 15, 1976 and should be accony
panied by two supporting letters of recall'

mendation from members of the Rice facultY
with whom the candidate has discussed his 01.
her application. Applicants whose acadetinc
training has been taken in part or entirely at °
university other than Rice should submit 311
official transcript with their applications.

Students or junior faculty from any division

of the University may apply. The only limiting

qualifications are that applicants must be n°

older than 27 and possessed of a B.A. degree
by September 1, 1977, and must not be ill;

volved in a course of study clearly direct&

towards Asian affiars or international re?,:

tions. Persons who have already had coflsie.
erable exposure to Asia through extensi/'

travel, foreign study, the Peace Corps of

other programs will also be considered inel
ible. Major considerations in making initl
nominations and a final selection will be Pee
sonal qualities of leadership and maturitY,

outstanding academic record, and a str°ll?
career commitment for the future.

es
Rice is one of sixty participating colleg A

and universities in the program and this fr'"
will be allowed to nominate three candidate,5'

The final selection of fifteen Luce Scholay

will be made by three regional panels on be'
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half of the Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.
Award winners for 1976-77 will be announced
between March 15 and March 31, 1977 and
Will begin their year abroad in September
1977. All applications to the program must be
made through nomination by one of the par-
ticipating institutions. At Rice the selection of
the three nominees will be made by the Uni-
versity Committee on Scholarships and
Awards in late October, and all applicants will
be notified as soon as possible thereafter.

The Great Flood
of 1976

A
s classes resumed August 23, Rice had
almost completely recovered from the
damage sustained through the heavy
rains that flooded much of the campus

June 15. Longtime faculty and staff members
agreed it was the worst flooding of the cam-
Pus in their memories.

While the financial ramifications of the flood
are yet to be fully assessed, the University
has already received assurances of disaster
aid through certain state governmental agen-
cies. This relief is expected to cover 85 per-
cent of the repair and restoration costs.

University administrators had high praise
for the Rice staffs efforts to deal with the
etnergency and return the campus to a
semblance of normalcy within a short period
Of time. For example, hundreds of junior and
senior high school students were able to re-
turn to Rice's traditional summer school by
Thursday morning, June 17. Classes had
been canceled for Wednesday, June 16.
. The collection of the Fondren Library sur-
vived the flood unscathed. However there
Was some overflow from the air conditioning
system onto the carpeted main floor of the
library, some leakage and seepage at various
points of the juncture of the old and new lib-
rary buildings, and of some areas in the
basement.
The colleges suffered varying amounts of

fl, %ding, with minimal damage to Jones,

rLovett, Richardson, and Wiess. About fourfLeet of water had to be pumped out of the
uasement under the Baker College kitchen
area and the roof of Baker Commons leaked.
, Some four feet of water in the basement of
,„_111e RMC completely submerged the bar in
Willie's Pub, inundated KTRU-FM, and
flooded the Campus Store leaving a sodden
clutter of books, display cases, and office
sLiPplies. Flooding occurred when water

132,°ured into an outside cooling grate androke through an interior wall.
,..iligh water in the storage areas of the
s'vv1C basement interrupted food service at
arruny's. At the Central Kitchen water cov-
ered the condenser units of the walk-in cold
!turage areas necessitating the removal of all
'uod to refrigerators and freezers in Brown
!lid Jones Colleges. The sewers apparently
"uacked up into storage areas in the Cohen
rluuse basement,complicating the renova-

Pkb
n'anager Tina Garfield takes a dip in the KTRU studios.

tion of the Faculty Club. However the reno-
vation is tentatively scheduled to be com-
pleted by October 29. Until then, the lunch-
eon buffet usually served in Cohen House will
be available in the Grand Hall of the RMC.
Among the worst hit facilities on campus

was the Military Training Center in the
basement of Central Kitchen which was under
more than four feet of water. It was only after
all water had been pumped out that some
$45,000 worth of U.S. Army equipment could
be recovered.. The Military Training Center
flooded so quickly that staff members had to
escape hurriedly through a back stairwell.
At the Stockton Street entrance to the

campus, the Rice Museum and the Media
Center quickly turned into reception areas for
refugees from the Texas Medical Center and
other areas. Around midnight, most of the
refugees and the accumulated flood waters in
that part of the campus had drained off.
At no time did the power fail in either of the

"barns" at the Stockton entrance. The air
conditioning systems continued to function
normally. But there was no telephone service
in either building. A film starring Mickey
Rooney was shown for the refugees in the
auditorium of the Media Center. It was a
comedy, but reaction from the audience was
subdued.
Refugees on campus also included a large

portion of the endangered holdings of the
Contemporary Arts Museum. Friday, June
18, Sculptor David G. Parsons, professor of
fine arts, was spreading many of CAM's
soaked canvasses over the dry sculpture
court and in some areas of the football
stadium. "Much of this may yet turn out to be
a total loss," Parsons said.
Parsons also expressed satisfaction with

the efficient functioning of the 14 pumps that
are part of the Sewall Hall structure. "There
was no flooding of the building itself," Par-
sons said. "And there was only moderate
water in the open air sculpture area."
Parsons's generosity was matched almost

immediately by NASA which agreed to dry
out the soaked sheet music of the MOB
(Marching Owl Band) that had taken much of
the brunt of the basement flooding in the
RMC. The sheet music was vacuum dried in
NASA's Space Environment Simulation
Laboratory by spending a week at an "al-
titude" of 117,000 feet.
Campus veterans agree that the June 15

flooding was the worst in the school's history.
George H. Richter, professor emeritus of
chemistry and former dean of graduate
studies, arrived on campus as a freshman in
1922 and has remained here from then on
with the exception of a short period of re-
search at Cornell University. He is certain
that this was indeed the heaviest flooding
ever to hit the campus. A Rice staff member
with almost 30 years of service agreed, "This
is the worst I've ever seen around here."

Despite the unprecedented severity of th:
flooding, there was no sign of panic. Stranded
faculty and staff and the off-campus refugees
all seemed to take the inconvenience in
stride.

President
Hackerman
Continued on
Science Board

p
resident Norman Hackerman has been
reelected to a second two-year term
as chairman of the National Science
Board, the governing arm of the Na-

tional Foundation. Hackerman was first ap-
pointed to the 25-member board in 1968 and
is currently serving his second six-year term
as a member.

White House
Offers
Fellowships

P

resident Ford has launched the 13th
annual nationwide search for outstand-
ing young men and women to serve as
White House Fellows for 1977-1978.

The invitation to apply comes from the
President's Commission on White House Fel-
lowships, Washington, D.C. 20415, which is
also the address for applications.
The commission is looking for 14 to 19

highly motivated, young Americans between
the ages of 23 and 35... to hold educational
assignments with the vice-president or
members of the Cabinet and of the presi-
dent's principal staff."

Turner Heads
Rice Design
Alliance

D
rexel Turner '69, an adjunct assistant
professor of planning, is the new pres-
ident of the Rice Design Alliance. The
Alliance is affiliated with the Univer-

sity's School of Architecture. It organizes
symposia and sponsors projects and lectures
on issues affecting the quality of the built and
natural environment.

Rice Shelves
Hope to Benefit
from Hughes Will

R
ice administrators do not believe that
the University will be able to benefit
from any of the wills of the late Howard
Hughes that have come to light so far.

Several wills have surfaced since the death
of Hughes on April 5, 1976. Rice along with a
number of other institutions and individuals,
is mentioned in the so-called Mormon Will,
dated March 19, 1968, which turned up mys-
teriously last April at Mormon Church head-
quarters in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Under the "Mormon Will" Rice and three

other universities might have received some
$70 million each. Hughes was a student at the
then Rice Institute in the early 1920's.

It's Now the Rice
Rittenhouse Hotel

T
he Rice Hotel has reopened as the Rice
Rittenhouse Hotel under the new own-
ership of Rittenhouse Capital Corpora-
tion which purchased the Houston

landmark last year from the University.
The new owners announced recently that

"phase one of our three-phase restoration
program" has been completed.

President Norman Hackerman.
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HONORS

Alumni Recognize
Faculty Service

0
 utstanding service and cooperation by
President Norman Hackerman and fa-
culty members who shared their time
and knowledge so willingly with alumni

during the past year, were formerly recog-
nized by the Association of Rice Alumni.
Speaking also for L. Henry Gissel, Jr., the
immediate past president of the Associa-
tion, Executive Director Carolyn Wallace
cited these faculty members for special
commendation:

Executive Board: Paul Pfeiffer; Committees
of the Association: Paul Donoho (Admis-
sions); HaIly Beth Poindexter (Athletics);
Charles Garside, W. E. Gordon, William C.
Martin, Virgil W. Topazio, and Alan Chapman
(Alumni Institute); Stephen Klineberg (Fi-
nancial Assistance); James R. Sims (Honors);
Harold Hyman and Pfeiffer (Publications);
Franz Brotzen (Student Liaison); Katherine
Drew (University History); Katherine
Brown, Garside, King Walters and all college
masters and department chairpeople
(Homecoming); William Camfield, Anne
Schnoebelen, David Minter, Frank Vandiver,
Ira Gruber, Leslie Fishbein, Baruch Brody,
Martin, Donald D. Clayton, Richard E.
Casey, Frank Fisher, Curtis Michel, Gordon,
Klineberg, Richard J. Sclafani, David Bor-
bridge, Edward Norbeck, Topazio, Philip
Oliver-Smith (Alumni Institute Lectures);
Martin, Dennis Huston, W. W. Akers,
Thomas Haskell, and Katherine Brown (Area
Club meetings).

Wallace also expressed the Association's
appreciation for the cooperation extended by
the admissions and development offices dur-
ing the year.

Characklis to
Study in
Switzerland

liv
illiam G. Characklis, associate pro-
fessor of environmental engineer-
ing, has been awarded a faculty fel-
lowship in science at the Swiss Fed-

eral Institute of Technology in Zurich. The
fellowship will allow him to spend nine
months of the 1977-1978 academic year at
the prestigious Swiss institute to expand his
studies of water quality. A member of the
Rice faculty since 1970, Characklis has pub-
lished and lectured widely on problems of
water quality in the built and natural environ-
ments.

McIntire Goes to
London

L
arry V. McIntire, associate professor of
chemical engineering, has been
awarded a North Atlantic Treaty Or-
ganization (NATO) Postdoctoral Fel-

lowship in Science. He is spending his 11-
month fellowship and sabbatical leave, start-
ing September 1, at the Imperial College of
Science and Technology in London, pursuing
research in fluid mechanics and polymer
rheology, particularly as applied to biological
systems. A Rice faculty member since 1970,
McIntire is currently principal investigator of
two National Institutes of Health grants sup-
porting his research in the University's
biomedical engineering laboratory.
NATO fellowships were initiated in 1959 to

advance science and technology and promote
closer collaboration among NATO nations or
countries that cooperate with NATO.

The new Maurice Ewing Professor,
John Warme.

Ewing
Professorship to
Warme

J
ohn E. Warme, an oceanographer and
professor of geology, has been ap-
pointed W. Maurice Ewing Professor of
Oceanography at Rice. The new pro-

fessorship was made possible through grants
totaling $800,000.
The Ewing professorship — first of its kind

in the University's history — honors the
memory of the famed geophysicist-
oceanographer who received his bachelor's,
master's, and Ph.D. degrees from Rice be-
tween 1926 and 1931. Ewing went on to dis-
tinguish himself with a series of pioneering
achievements. These included the first seis-
mic measurements in the open sea in 1938,
the first deep-sea photographs in 1939, and
the discovery of the mantle beneath the
ocean floor in 1949. Ewing also invented and
perfected many of the instruments now used
by geophysicists and oceanographers. He
died in May 1974, at the age of 68.
Warme joined the Rice faculty in 1967 after

a year as Fulbright Scholar at the University
f Edinburgh. A native Californian, Warme

received his Ph.D. in geology from the Uni-
versity of California at Los Angeles in 1966.
An experienced scuba diver, Warme has

rnnducted underwater research in various

parts of the world. He describes his research

as trying to "explain the seabed in terms

of the physical and biological processes

acting there."
Establishment of the Ewing professorship

was made possible through a grant from the

Henry L. and Grace Doherty Charitable

Foundation, Inc., with matching funds from

the Arthur Vining Davis Foundation, indus-

trial firms, and Rice University.

Rossini Wins
German Scientific
Honor

F
rederick D. Rossini, professor
emeritus of chemistry and an interna-
tionally known authority on petroleum
chemistry, has been awarded the Carl

Engler Medal by the German Society for Pe-
troleum Science and Coal Chemistry, the
German equivalent of the American Petro-
leum Institute. The award recognizes Ros-
sini's outstanding contributions to petroleum

research over the past several decades. He
will receive the medal October 5 at opening
ceremonies of the joint session of the Ger-
man society with its Austrian counterpart at
Salzburg, Austria.

Rossini joined the Rice faculty in 1971 after
a distinguished academic and governmental
career that began in 1923 when the Carnegie
Institute of Technology (now Carnegie'
Mellon University) hired him as a laboratorY
assistant in physics and included 22 years
(1928-1950) with the National Bureau Of
Standards in Washington, D.C.

Anderson Wins
Architectural
Scholarship

R
obert Anderson, a student in the Rice
University School of Architecture, 1.I 5
been awarded a $1,200 scholarshiP
from the American Institute of At

chitects and its Foundation Scholarship PO.
gram. Anderson is among 146 outstandirig
architecture students so honored and one
of three in Texas to be selected for the,
scholarships. The awards recognize an,'
assist students in accredited architectuff
schools in the U.S. and Canada. Andersoe
begins his fifth and final year of architec'
tural studies at Rice this fall.

Architects
Choose Rice For
Bicentennial
Honor

ted

T
he original Rice campus has been vo c,
among the 260 top architectural 3,
complishments in the 200-year histoo

of the United States.
The campus which welcomed its first stifs

dents in 1912 was created along the lines 19̀14
master plan developed by the Boston firol
Cram, Goodhue and Ferguson with Wale
Ward Watkin as supervising architect at t A,
site. Watkin subsequently became the fotill'ot
ing chairperson of Rice's then Departille
of Architecture.
The Rice campus was selected for tile,

honor by the American Institute of Arcliteccv

which also chose three other Houston strti,i
tures among outstanding local architect-iv

achievements.
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ALUMNI

1976-77
RUF
Launched

T
he 1976-77 Rice University Annual
Fund drive was launched Aug. 28 with
an on-campus workers' conference.

. Attending were representatives of the
Rice University Fund Concil and volunteer
leaders who will carry out various phases of
solicitation in the campaign to meet the
first-year demands of the Brown Foundation
Challenge.
The Challenge, announced last April, re-

quires a steady increase of gifts for current
°Aerating funds over the next 10 years. Gifts
to the Annual Fund from alumni, Governors,
corPorations and other non-alumni friends of
Rice will be matched with awards from the
Foundation to Rice's unrestricted endow-
tnent. If during this first year Rice collects
$1,325,000 from these four groups, it will
qualify for $1,350,000 in matching funds.
.Curtis McKallip '48 will chair the campaign

With David F. Chapman '53 as vice-
chairperson. Others leading the drive will be
Joyce Pounds Hardy '45, Alumni Division;
George W. Hansen '50, Business Division;
and John L. Welsh, Jr., Community Division.
Personal solicitations, telephone contacts

and mail appeals will spread the Challenge
throughout the Rice community. Top officers
of both the President's Club (Harold De-
Moss, Jr. '52, Nancy Moore Eubank '51 and
Tom Eubank '52) and the Founder's Club (E.
Joe Shimek '29 and Edwin P. NeiIan '28) will
oversee the special gifts organizations.
Alumni appeals will be made through both

Class and area competitions. Decade and
V;ass chairpeople, under the direction of
rtelen Saba Worden '38 and Carl 11lig '30, will
contact classmates by letter and telephone. A
Houston area telefund will take place in late
October and early November. A task force of
,100 telephone volunteers will be coordinated
03, Geane Brogniez Jeffery '46 and Mary
Bentley Arnold '36.
At the same time plans are being made to

tba.ke "Rice Today," a program describing
'ice's current aspirations, expectations and

needs, to thousands of alumni in eighteen
cities in nine states around the country. The
Pr°gram — which includes speakers from the
administration, Board or faculty, and a slide
Presentation — offers alumni across the na-tion.., the opportunity to learn first-hand about
!-"eir role in the Brown Challenge and the

:iact that their responses to that Challenge
wi.11 have on Rice. Area fund-raising efforts
1,'411 be coordinated by Leon M. Nad '46
tEastern area); Albert L. Beerman '56 (Cen-
tral area); Charles M. Blair '31 (Western

1 r, ea); Lee Blocker '39 (Texas area); and
aYlor Ray '59 (Houston area).

Sterling is
"Distinguished
Paculty" of
Accountants

Robert R. Sterling, dean of Rice Univer-
sity's Jesse H. Jones Graduate School
of Administration, was named "Distm-

, guished Faculty" for this year's Doc-A,orai 
Consortium of the American Accounting

b ssociation. It was Sterling's fourth time to
e so honored by the Consortium which metthissh, Year M Atlanta, Georgia, under sponsor-

13-4P of the Haskins & Sells Foundation. The
ecTliose of the Consortium is to broaden the
d ticational experience of some 40 of the best
sijoCtoral candidates in accounting in the
, tilted States. The Consortium sessions
4arted August 16.

The Rice Board of Governors' new top officers: Left, Chairman James U. Teague '39; right,
Vice-Chairman Charles Duncan '47.

Teague is New
Head of Rice
Board

J
ames U. Teague '30 chairman of the
Board of Columbia Drilling Company,
is the new chairman of the University's
Board of Governors. Teague had been

vice chairman of the board since 1972 and a
member of the board since 1966. He suc-
ceeds Herbert Allen, chairman of Cameron
Iron Works, who graduated from Rice in
1929. Allen, a member of the Rice board
since 1949, becomes a trustee emeritus.

Charles W. Duncan, Jr. '47 becomes vice
chairman of the board of governors. Duncan
is chairman of Rotan Mosle Financial Corpo-
ration and chairman of the Houston-based
Robertson Distribution Systems, Inc.
Teague graduated from Rice with a B.A.

degree in physics and became a division pe-
troleum engineer with the Humble Oil and
Refining Company, now Exxon. From 1940
until 1949 he was superintendent of Hogg Oil
Company. He founded Columbia Drilling
Company in 1949. A longtime supporter of
the University, Teague's previous leadership
posts included the chairmanship of the Rice
board's committee for development of en-
downment and new resources.

In addition to Teague and Duncan, the Rice
Trustees include Mrs. Anthony J. A. Bryan,
E. D. Butcher, Robert R. Herring, and Wil-
liam H. Lane.
Mary Elizabeth Johnston '41 and Harry J.

Chavanne '33 were elected to full four-year
terms as members of the Rice board of gov-
ernors. Both had been serving unexpired
terms. Johnston, a former Houston news re-
porter is a member of the editorial board of
Fortune magazine in New York. Chavanne is
a Houston banker, rancher, and investor.

McCants
Scholarship Fund
Established

T
he memory of man who was an integral
and much-loved part of the Rice
community from 1910 to 1967 has in-
spired a special tribute from those who

knew him.
The John T. McCants Scholarship Fund

honors a man who served Rice in a myriad of
ways during his long career. At various
times, McCants was secretary to Edgar
Odell Lovett; general business manager of
Rice; a professor of both English and account-
ing; and, University bursar.
Over the years McCants's devotion to Rice

and its students was acknowledged and recip-
rocated. In 1922-23, the student body dedi-
cated its yearbook, the Campanile, to him.
When he retired from active service to Rice
in 1953, a special leather-bound book
chronicling his life was presented to him in an
all-school ceremony. The Rice Alumni As-
sociation awarded him its Distinguished Ser-
vice Scroll in 1963. And the John T. McCants
Prize in Accounting was established in 1965
by two members of the class of 1953.
John T. McCants died in 1967 at the age of

84. But his memory — and the love that
those who knew him felt for him — has not
diminished with time. With the establishment
this year of the John T. McCants Scholarship
Fund, the tributes — both monetary and ver-
bal — began pouring in. "I'm delighted to
have this opportunity to honor Mr. Johnny,"
writes one alum, class of 1936, while another
remembers that "Mr. McCants loaned me
money in 1930 so that I could finish the year
at Rice — and I finally got it all paid back!" "If
the Lord loves a cheerful giver, He will love
me for this," writes a third. "I never made a
donation more cheerfully." But perhaps the
simplest tribute is also the most moving: "He
was one of the finest men I ever had the
privilege of knowing."

Five Join
President's Club

T
he Rice University President's Club
has welcomed five new members who
joined the Club for the first time during
the period between July 1 and August

13. Marshall D. Gates, Jr. '36; John P. Hamil-
ton '66; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 0. Mosby '64;
and Martha Jo Tod '66 have joined the ranks
of Rice friends and alumni who each have con-
tributed between $100 and $1000 to the Uni-
versity's unrestricted operating budget.

Alumna-Pianist
Presents Recital

B
etty Ruth Tomfohrde '43, a distin-
guished pianist, will be presented in re-
cital by the Association of Rice Alumni
in cooperation with the Shepherd

School of Music at 8 p.m., October 17, in
Hamman Hall. There is no admission charge.
Tomfohrde received her early training

in piano from Ruth Burr of Houston. After
two years at Rice she was awarded a fellow-
ship in the Juilliard Graduate School. Upon
her return to Houston, Tomfohrde played
professionally throughout the Southwest
and also performed in New York City,
the Seattle (Washington) area, and in
The Hague, Netherlands.
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Rice Recognizes —
Francis G.
Winters '44

F
rancis G. Winters is spending his profes-
sional career helping people keep in
touch — dealing with the complex prob-
lems of the telecommunications indus-

try. Chairman of the Board of Continental
Telephone Company of Texas, Winters re-
calls his family's long association with the
telephone business.

Winters's father was a night operator for
Bell Telephone during his college years in
Venus, Texas. He came to Houston in 1922
as South Texas general manager for Bell. "In
1927 he bought the Hull Telephone Company
in Liberty County. "It was located in a de-
veloping oil field and so service was very bad.
Bell Telephone (which was buying up many
small operations) wouldn't have anything to
do with it."

In 1934 his father made another big in-
vestment. This time it was the Boling
Exchange in Wharton County, which had
been flattened by the 1932 hurricane. Only
two telephones were in operation.

Winters did his first telephone work in
1942 during the only summer vacation he
took while he was at Rice. He earned the
regular lineman's wage of two dollars a day.

Today, access to an interconnecting and
uniform national telephone system is some-
thing most people take for granted. Yet, as
Francis Winters and many others know, in
the earlier years of this century this conveni-
ence was far from realization. "At the turn of
the century, and even to World War I, during
the developmental stages of the Bell System,
there were about 12,000 telephone com-
panies operating around the country. Bell
subsequently took control of many until, after
the war, government antitrust action stopped
them from acquiring any more. There are still
many independents. The General Telephone
Company developed before World War II,
and during the fifties and sixties other sys-
tems, such as Continental, United, Mid-
Continent, and General Telephone, started
growing.
"Though Bell has eighty percent of the

total telephones, independents actually serve
two-thirds of the total area of the U.S. And
the independents are growing faster than
Bell."

In 1953 the Winters family acquired the
Texas Telephone and Telegraph Company,
and in 1964 Francis Winters became its pres-
ident. In 1968 the Winters family merged
their telephone properties with the Continen-
tal Telephone System. Winters remained as
president of Texas Telephone and Telegraph
and in•1975 assumed office as Board chairman
of Continental. He has been director of
the Texas Telephone Association (1967-73),
and president of both the Texas chapter
(1971-73) and the national organization

(1973-74) of the Independent Telephone
Pioneer Association.
The independent telephone companies,

because of their rural service and location,
often have special problems to meet: in-
adequate or non-existent initial equipment,
and the high cost of installing and maintaining
lines over an expansive area. Winters has
overseen the installation of 20,000 tele-
phones and 3,000 miles of line, 57 new dial
systems and 60 company buildings.

Winters has also worked to solve other
problems of the telecommunications indus-
try, problems such as the training of new
personnel. He explains that, "After Sputnik
higher education in engineering evolved away
from 'nuts and bolts' toward theory. All of a
sudden the industry could hire brains, but we
couldn't hire people with the needed mechan-
ical skills." In 1965, as chairman of the Texas
Telephone Association's training committee
(a position he held until 1972), Winters led
efforts to provide for practical, centralized
training for potential employees.
"The program has evolved in two direc-

tions. One is a practical, centralized training
program for telecommunications technicians.
The other involves a full college course in
telecommunications, enabling graduates to go
to work in the industry as engineers and be
productive right from the beginning.
"In a survey of 140 universities we found

that no university offered such training. We
approached Texas A&M about this and have
worked with them in setting up a four-year

telecommunications degree program in en-

gineering technology. It is the first of its kind
in the U.S. It started last fall, and so far we
have been quite pleased with the results."

In setting up the program Winters served
as chairman of the advisory committee to the

dean of engineering at A&M. "We anticipate

that graduates will find opportunities not only
within the telecommunications industry, but

in government communications as well. Also,
oil companies, pipeline companies, railroads,
and even large retail and manufacturing busi-
nesses now have telecommunications de-
partments. One of the new fields in manage-
ment is the administration of large, private
communications systems."

Just as Winters has seen great changes in
the telecommunications industry in the past
years, he also has observed evolution in the
city of Houston. A native Houstonian, he re-
calls that "where Greenway Plaza sits now
was, I guess, one of the biggest blackberry
patches in Houston. People were out there all
the time picking blackberries — we'd ride our
bicycles out and take buckets. Of course, we
had to take snake sticks, too."
He was born "one block from where the

Alabama theatre now is. At that time,

Shepherd Street was really about the end of
any buildings — beyond there was only
prairie."

Winters entered Rice in 1941 at the age of
16. He majored in mechanical engineering and
graduated in October 1944. During these war
years on campus, Winters recalls, "students
weren't usually unhappy about the prospect
of military service. Everybody was geared
for the war effort. People knew they had a
dirty job to do and were going to do it. Also,
most students were highly career-oriented."
At Rice, Winters remembers Dr. Sims's

surveying course, Dr. Bray in mathematics,
and Dr. Ryon. "I've gotten more mileage out
of Dr. Ryon's course than perhaps any other.
In my career we've built a great many build-
ings, and because of our rural location, it
was not always possible to have architects on
site. I had to do much of the building in-
spection myself; I was able to be sure that
the contractors were putting the building
together properly."

After his graduation from Rice, Winters
served as an ensign in the Navy Reserve. He
earned an MS degree from the University of
Texas in 1948, and recalls various interesting
experiences he and some other Rice students
had in Austin.
"Up at Texas, we had a group of Rice Exes

and we used to advertise in the Daily Texan
when we were going to have a social event
for Rice people. Once we advertised a beer
bust at a local bar. I had made all the ar-
rangements with the beer hall's owner and
went over early to get it all set up. When I
got there I found all the Kappa Sigma frater-
nity there drinking the beer. They'd told the
owner they were Rice people. They just

laughed at me. I went back outside and when

the first car of Rice people arrived, I told
them what happened. We decided to go to

another place and to leave one person behind
to tell the others when they arrived. As far as
I know, those Kappa Sigmas drank beer all
night, and they got stuck with the check."

Winters and his wife Nell, a native of
Waco, married in 1949. "The art expert in the

family," she is a museum guide and helps with

opera and symphony fund drives. She has
taken art at the University of Houston and
enjoys art shows on the Rice campus.
The Winterses have three daughters ---

Ann Elizabeth, Susan and Janice. Ann is a
graduate of Vanderbilt University and is now
in an MBA program at the University of New
Orleans. Susan is a 1976 graduate of the Uni-
versity of Texas in bilingual education and
now teaches. Janice is a sophomore at Texas.
The Winterses are a nature-loving family;

Francis Winters is an ardent conservationist,
a member of the Isaak -Walton League, the
National Wildlife Federation, and the Wilder-
ness Society. He and his daughters enjoy rid-
ing, fishing and hunting together. ("Janice is
quite a horsewoman and loves to hunt. She

can sneak up on a deer better than anyone

else I have seen.") The family visits their
Leon County, Texas, ranch about twice 3
month.

Winters has been active in Rice affairs for
several years. He and his wife are Rice As'
sociates. He has been a member of the hon-
ors committee of the Alumni Association, and
alumni representative on the student financial
aid committee for two years. In 1972-73 be
served as chairman of the Founder's Club,
and in 1973-74 he was national chairman Of
the Rice University Fund Drive. In 1975-76
he headed the Rice University Fund Council,
and, under his leadership, it was able to re-

port a highly successful year's efforts.
Francis Winters is excited about the pros-

pect of what the Brown Foundation Challenge
will mean for Rice. "As I've worked in fund"
raising activities over the past three or four

years, I've seen the attitude of many alum 
change markedly — I credit much of this t°
the fine job in communications I feel Presi;

dent Hackerman has done. There is go°°
evidence that people are becoming conscious

of the fact that Rice does need financial assi,s"
tance. The Brown Foundation Challenge
I think, make it possible for us to make 0

strong appeal to all alumni."
Francis Winter is a soft-spoken man with 0

dry wit and a down-to-earth approach t°

problems. The University has profited fro0

his interest and expertise.
— Phyllis Schrade
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1919-1958

A Klein Independent School District student
Who will begin his undergraduate studies at
Rice this fall has won the 1976
Architecture/Engineering Scholarship Award
Presented annually by the firm of Wyatt C.
Hedrick Architects & Engineers, Inc. The
$1500 award was presented to Robert Paul
Clewis, an incoming freshman, by Alwyn S.
G. Koehler '27 president of the firm, and
uaniel B. Barnum BArch '60. J.L.
McCullough BS '34, superintendent of the
Conroe, Tex. school district since 1967, has
retired after serving that school district for a
Ltotal of 40 years. McCullough progressed
from a position on Rice's football team to that
Of football coach for Conroe High School. But
in 1951, he left the coaching profession when
he became principal of that school. Under
McCullough's leadership, the school district's
student population grew from 1500 to
14,000. Of his long and varied career in
Texas's public school system, McCullough
says, "If I've helped just one child in this dis-
trict, I feel I've been a success." You must
feel very successful, Mr. McCullough.
SALLYPORT congratulates you! Vincent L.

BSEE '36 "retired from Texaco
about two years ago and moved to Sun City,
Ariz. from New Jersey." Roderick (Rod)
A. Stamey, Jr. BA '41 sends "the update
Ori my life I have been trying for some
tirrie to write. After graduating in 1941, I en-
tered the Army in 1942. Twenty-eight years
later I retired in 1970 as a lieutenant colonel,
!infantry. I was in WWII, Korea and Vietnam.

completed my PhD at the University of
North Carolina in Chapel Hill in 1972 and
joined the faculty of Francis Marion College
as' an assistant professor of political
sScience. In May of this year, I visited the
,oviet Union for a tour and research." W.
tarl Trantham, Jr. '41 has been named
vp;ce-President of Marine Electric Railway
troducts Division, Inc. Edgar 0. Bottler
tkS '44 was appointed General Counsel of
gie 

was
Group, Inc. (formerly

'ontinental Can Company, Inc.) by that
gAr°uP's board of directors. A former First
• ssistant US Attorney in Texas, Bottler
J°ined Continental in 1967 and was elected a
chOirPorate vice-president in 1973. Bottler and
hs wife live in Greens Farms, Conn. John
vi Mackenzie BS '44 has been appointed
f ce-President and general manager of resins
If t. Celanese Coatings & Specialties Co.
e,ackenzie worked for 12 years with Exxon
of'ernical Co. and, later, was vice-president
Swedlow, Inc. He will live in Louisville,

Glt., where Celanese has its home office.
ele°rge E. Wilkin, Jr. BS '45 has been
liected senior vice-president and director of
wejir, .Y S. Miller Co., Realtors. Previously
"on's was a partner with Baldwin & Wilkin,
'I'i altors, a commercial brokerage firm. L.D.
et°oddy, Jr. BS '48 has been named gen-

I rnanager of Exxon USA's natural gas de-
as4trnent. He was promoted from his position
dePuty manager of Exxon Corp.'s produc-
e dePartment in New York. Wooddy joined
4f3t(xtni as a mechanical engineer immediately
lyket: his graduation from Rice. Gilbert R.
th"Ltaker BA '53 has been named dean of

Neeley School of Business at Texas
stile an University in Fort Worth, Tex. He—

v's nts position as associate dean of theGra
at J!uate School of Business Administration
he Nshington University in St. Louis, a post
te has held since 1969. Whitaker, whose
eer,"Ching specialties are managerial
pro'llornics, finance, forecasting, and linear
iri grahuning, was appointed by TCU's 10-
a:anther committee after an eight-month
thl„rell• Whitaker and his wife, Ruth, have

children. Ben Harvey BA '57 is "now
qPieting my 16th year as a resident of
y\N'an. For the last five years, I have been in

1)N:town business, exporting Taiwan-
kliskliced electronic and electrical parts and
tkw",ed products. I am very pleased by the
tt rorniat and content of SALLYPORT. My in-

and support of Rice remain strong in
c̀ of the years and distance."

1959-1969

Bill Bucek BS '60 was the subject of Leon
Hale's Houston Post column on July 29. The
former halfback for the Rice Owls is now in
the pig business: His plant in Schulenberg,
Tex. cooks and pickles such delicacies as
pig's feet, pork hocks and pig's lips! From
Durham, N.C., Anne Bond Berkley '61
writes, "The dog who had eight female pup-
pies on the doorstep of Jones College in the
spring of 1961, known to the members of the
classes of '61-'64 as 'Mary Gibbs Jones' (but
more commonly known as 'Gibbs') died two
weeks ago. We don't really know how old she
was, probably 16 or 17 years. She was our
dog for 15 years, and she will be sorely
missed. I would like to hear from anyone who
knows where any of her descendants are.
The rest of us are all alive (I think) and well. I
am a full-time student now at NCCU working
on my MLS and expect to finish next spring."
Gary Webb BA '61, a tax assessor and col-
lector for the City of Houston, was one of
three candidates for the job of Houston City
Attorney. That position was filled in mid-July
by the dean of Texas Southern University's
law school. Peter Almond PhD '62 is co-
winner of the Farrington Daniels Award, pre-
sented annually for the best paper in
dosimetry to appear in the publication, Medi-
cal Physics, in a year's time. Almond and his
collaborators were honored for their paper,
"Computer Dosimetry for Flattened and
Wedged Fast-Neutron Beams" by the
American Association of Physicists in
Medicine at the group's annual meeting in Ot-
tawa, Ontario, Canada in late July. Gregg
Edwards BA '62, MS '64, PhD '66 was
the commencement speaker at Davis & El-
kins College in Elkins, West Va. on Sunday,
May 16. A former Fulbright scholar who took
his BA in an experimental liberal arts prog-
ram at Rice, Edwards is program manager for
alternatives in higher education with the Na-
tional Science Foundation in Washington,
D.C. Neal W. Marcus BA '62 has left the
Scottish Rite Hospital for Crippled Children in
Decatur, Ga., where he was associate
medical director, to become assistant profes-
sor of surgery, specializing in orthopedics, at
Emory University in Atlanta. Marcus re-
ceived his MD degree from St. Louis's
Washington University in 1966. Judy Poin-
sett Nelson BA '62 writes, "In May, at the
United States Military Dependents Golf
Tournament in Jacksonville, Fla., I tied for
second place and won the all-Army Low
Gross Trophy. I also won the Club Champ-
ionship of Ft. Leavenworth the following
week. I will be heading the tennis lessons at
the post and helping coach the swim team this
summer. My husband, Dick, was promoted
to lieutenant colonel. My eight-year old
daughter, Lani, won her division of the Mis-
souri Valley Swim League." Justin Kidd BA
'63 "has spent the past 13 years alternately
teaching English and grad-studenting it at
University of Virginia in Charlottesville. Jus-
tin was an instructor at Auburn when Linda
Smith Kidd '66 graduated with a BS from
Auburn in 1969. Her delay was partly due to
Julia, now nine, and Helen, now eight. Justin
is an assistant professor of English at
Louisiana State University in Shreveport
now, where they came in 1973. On March
12 of this year, James Edward Kidd joined the
family." Kay E. Layne BA '63, BArch '64
has joined the Washington, D.C. architectural
firm of Chapman & Miller and the name of the
firm has changed to Chapman, Miller &
Layne, Architects. "Since I seem to be the
only Rice grad in my family who is presently
receiving SALLYPORT," writes Honora (Hon-
ey) Moore Lynch BA '63, "I thought I'd
inform you of the activities of the whole fam-
ily. My brother, Michael Moore BA '52,
MA '54, PhD '56, is currently living at 104
Tesuque, Los Alamos, N.M. 87544. Mike
has been (and still is) in physics since his
graduation from Rice; has been married for
22 years to Joan Marks; has four children:
Kathy, Chris, Honey, and Kerry; and on June
10 was ordained as a priest in the Episcopal

church. My sister, Pat Moore Carr BA
'54, MA '55, PhD Tulane '60, is currently at
1029 Kelly, El Paso, Tex. 79902. Pat is a
professor of English at the University of
Texas at El Paso; has been married for five
years to Duane Carr who also instructs at UT
El Paso; has four children: Stephanie, Shelly,
Sean and Jennifer; and in April, she and her
husband published companion novels on the
contemporary American West. Pat's novel,
the background for which is the World War
II Japanese relocation camp in Wyoming,
is entitled The Grass Creek Chronicle.
Duane's novel, the material for which is the
occupation of telegraphy and the narrow
gauge railroad, is entitled The Bough of
Summer. The books are put out by En-
deavors in Humanity Press, Inc., 1800 East
Yandell, El Paso, Tex. 79902. As for me, I
was BA '63, MA University of El Paso '70,
PhD University of Houston '76. I joined the
Navy after graduating from Rice, then spent
several years as an Army wife; have been
married to a Boston Irishman, Tom Lynch,
for twelve years; have three children: Aileen,
Kathleen, Bridget; and have received an ap-
pointment beginning in the fall 1976 as an as-
sistant professor of English at Houston Bap-
tist University where I'll be teaching all
the specialty writing (creative, technical) and
linguistics courses. I hope you'll use these
tidbits in Classnotes for the sake of those
who might remember us from our Rice days.
This is the only time any of us has written to
SALLYPORT in the 20 years since Mike grad-
uated, but I did feel that Holy Orders,
matching novels, and a PhD/job all in one
year deserved a letter!" Walter E. Red
BS '65 has joined the University of New
Mexico faculty as an associate professor of
chemical and nuclear engineering. Red took
his PhD from Arizona State University
in 1972 and since then has worked for
Arizona State, Garrett Airesearch, TRW
Systems Group, and the University of South-
western Louisiana. Kay Randall Bowden
BS '66 is "happy to report that Mark
Bowden BA '63, DDS, MD, an oral sur-
geon and physician, will join the working
class this July when he begins the private
practice of oral and maxillofacial surgery
here in Lexington. He'll maintain ties with
the University of Kentucky as assistant pro-
fessor of anesthesiology. I have completed a
sixth circuit clerkship and am now director of
the Office of Judicial Planning for the state
court system, newly restructured following
the passage of a constitutional amendment in
November. We wish more of our Texas
friends could visit the beautiful

Bluegrass." Walter G.
Rudd PhD '66 has been
named chairperson of
Louisiana State Universi-
ty's five-year-old computer
science department. "I'd
like to expand the depart-

ment in the areas of facilities and sharing
capabilities," says Rudd, whose research in-
terests include biophysics and minicomput-
ers. Martha Tod BA '66, MD, has "finished
residency in anesthesiology at Parkland Hos-
pital in Dallas. I'm now in private practice in
Gainesville, Fla., enjoying sailing, tennis,
Sierra Club activities and photography. Has
anyone heard from Linda Green? Please
write me of her whereabouts at 1710 NW
51st Terrace, Gainesville, Fla. 32605. Please
contribute to the Alumni Fund Drive!" Roy
A.F. Lowey-Ball BArch '67 has been
named an associate in the firm of Ford, Pow-
ell & Carson, Architects and Planners, Inc.
Paul M. Johnson BA '67 is "currently
finishing up work on my PhD at Stanford Uni-
versity. I have been appointed assistant pro-
fessor in the department of political science at
Yale beginning this fall, and my wife Peggy
and I will be moving to New Haven in Au-
gust." William Kennedy BA '67 "formerly
of Baker College, is assistant professor of
English at the University of Illinois/Chicago
Circle." Michael Ray Yellin BA '67, BS
'68 and Jackie Grosch Yellin BA '69 "are
proud and happy to announce the birth of our
son, Todd Aric, on April 27, 1976. Jackie is
very glad to finally be a 'retired' geophysicist
so she can concentrate on being a ̀ mommy'
for a while." David J. Cohen BA '68 "just
thought I'd let everyone know that on May
29, 1976, I married Deborah Callahan of Har-
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yard, Mass. We had a formal wedding at the
Ft. Devins, Mass. Post Chapel. I am now out
of the army, and have begun my third year of
surgical residency at the University of
Washington, Seattle. We are getting settled
in our new home and we would welcome
hearing from any of the Rice exes who are in
the Seattle area. James E. Crisp BA '68
has been busy. In June he received a PhD
from Yale for his dissertation, "Anglo-Texan
Attitudes Toward the Mexican, 1821-1846,"
which won the Beinecke Award for the out-
standing dissertation submitted to Yale's his-
tory department. From Yale, Crisp went to
North Carolina State University at Raleigh
where he was recently promoted from in-
structor to assistant professor of history.
George Ambrose Edwards BA '68, a
Baylor College of Medicine graduate, was
married to Marcia Jane Harms in the Rice
Memorial Chapel on July 17, 1976. The
couple spent their honeymoon in Glacier Na-
tional Park and Banff, Canada, and are now
living in Houston. Judith L. Johnston BA
'68 "has been teaching modern literature at
Columbia University for the past three years.
My husband, Bruce Bush, and I live in New
York City on the upper west side. We will be
there another two years and would enjoy
hearing from Rice friends. Bruce and I met at
Stanford, where I got my PhD in English, he
in physics and we met in a madrigal singing
group I directed. We are now singing in a
group specializing in the modern choral
music. Our singing group is named the New
Calliope Singers." Susan Elizabeth Norris
Moon '68 writes, "My husband, Richard S.
Moon BA '68, began medical school in July
1973, here in San Antonio. That fall he was
accepted into the accelerated three-year
program. Richard says it's not that bad; de-
spite the supposedly 'dehumanizing'
schedule, he found ample time to work in the
garden and read history and science-fiction.
He will receive his MD degree on May 29,
1976 and will begin his residency in family
practice on July 1. I am working on an MS in
biology at UT San Antonio, alternately enjoy-
ing and grousing about the delights and grow-
ing pains of a new school. If anyone can give
me some tips on the culture of Tetrahymena
Pyriformis, please help. Mine keep dying. I
still write poetry, occasional fiction and es-
says, and do pen and ink work — under the
dissecting microscope when my major pro-
fessor isn't looking. Richard and I are both
members of St. Mark's Episcopal Church,
and sing (?!) in the choir. Under great pres-
sure from the choir director, I am even learn-
ing to read music. We are also kept busy by
our mini-farm: vegetables, fruit trees,
bushes, hens and a beehive. This summer's
plans: backpacking in the Kolob canyons of
Zion National Park, followed by the beginning
of Richard's residency. And, for me, a teach-
ing assistant job in radiation biology and com-
pletion of my research (I hope!) Old friends
whose addresses we've lost and anyone with
advice for me on the Tetrahymena problem,
please write us at 154 Venice, San Antonio,
Tex. 78201." Joy Hodge Kennedy '69 is
"now head of the Reference Department of
the Arlington Heights Memorial Library, the
third busiest library in Illinois." Roberta
Kay Reed BA '69 received her JD degree
from the University of Puget Sound and in
May 1976 was admitted to the Washington
State Bar Association. She works as a per-
sonal trust administrator for First National
Bank in Seattle.

Nelson M. Hoffman, III BA '70 has de-
cided that "it's high time I checked in with
SALLYPORT, having received my PhD in as-
tronomy from the University of Wisconsin in
December '74. I got a job early in '75 at Los
Alamos Scientific Lab in New Mexico testing
H-bombs (they're like stars, but smaller),
and I like it here pretty much. I have a chance
to go to a certain large, cold, starchy, foreign
country to watch them shoot (peaceful!) nuc-
lear devices, under a recent treaty. I recom-
mend the practice of aikido to everyone."
Victor A. Otte PhD '70 was one of five

co-authors honored in July at the American
Association of Physicists' in Medicine Annual
Meeting in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. "Com-
puter Dosimetry for Flattened and Wedged
Fast-Neutron Beams," judged the best paper
in dosimetry to appear in AAPM's publica-
tion, Medical Physics, in the last year, re-
ceived the Farrington Daniels Award which
carries a prize of $100. J. Gary Pruett BA
'70, PhD '74 "stayed around after my BA
for a heavier dose of Rice, unlike most of you.
But I finally got away in Feb. '74 to post-doc
at Columbia U. in NYC. It was a great place
to visit and we got out just before the subway
and bridge tolls went up. We now live outside
Philadelphia (I married a hometown girl in
Aug. '70). I'm an assistant professor at Penn
(in chemistry) trying to publish some re-
search." Joel D. Taurog BA '70, Joann
Weinberg Taurog BA '70 "and son, Aaron,
2, recently moved from Boston where Joel
spent two years as a medical intern and resi-
dent at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, to
the Washington, D.C. area, where Joel is
now a research associate in chemical im-
munology at the National Institute of Health
in Bethesda, Md. Jo will soon be returning to
school part-time at the University of Mary-
land. Our new address is 12204 Nordlie Dr.,
Rockville, Md. 20852." Joel Bittensky
BAChetnE, MChemE '71 announces that
"after working five enjoyable years for
Texaco in fuels research in Port Arthur (my
home town), I have been transferred to
Houston. I am working on process design in
the engineering department, which is located
in the new Texaco Bellaire Building. I am
looking forward to hearing from my old
classmates at Rice." Thomas A. Blocher
BA '71 is "in the mental health profession
and I have left Texas." He is working at the
University of Colorado Medical Center in
Denver, Colo. sAurroirr sends its apologies
to Vicky Douglass BA '71 for an error
printed in the May-June issue. Douglass sent
this gracious correction: "I appreciate your
including news about me in your May-June
SALLYPORT. One problem occurred with this,
however: You listed my ex-husband, whose
name was Bill Farmer, as a Rice graduate of
1972. This was not the case. He went to
Stephen F. Austin State University in Nacog-
doches. Wonder if you could correct this?"
We're glad to, Vicky. Sorry. After a while,
everyone looks like a Rice alum ... Bob
"Drunken" Duncan BA '71 has been
named to the Board of Directors of the Hous-
ton Museum of Modern Art and has also as-
sumed directorship of the museum's Out-
reach Program. Duncan explains, "The Out-
reach Program seeks out Texas artists and
then helps them to find locations to exhibit
their work." Houston artists may call the
Museum directly to ask about the program;
out-of-towners can send slides of their work
to 610 W. Alabama, Houston, Tx. 77006. In
addition to nurturing Texas artists, the
Museum sponsors shows with themes to en-
tertain specific groups. Upcoming theme
shows include a children's show, a neon show
and a photography exhibit. For more informa-
tion about the Museum, its future exhibits
and/or its Outreach Program, call (713)
529-6324. Ask for Duncan. Lawrence W.
Whitehead MArch '71 writes, "Dear Rice
friends, I have been in Public Health School in
Houston and I am finally graduating with a
PhD in environmental health and will move to
Vermont in July to see if medical students
have any interest at all in environmentally-
related health problems. I will study and
teach about environmentally-related lung
diseases. It all seems a long way from ar-
chitecture, but there is a considerable rela-
tion between urban planning and environmen-
tal quality. And, like everybody else, I keep
on keeping on. Texas is nice, but snow and
skis and all that will be good for a change."
Consuelo M. Murray BA '72 graduated
from the University of Texas Medical Branch
in Galveston on May 30, 1976. On June 21,
she began her internship at the University of
Kansas Medical Center in Kansas City,
where she will remain for her residency in
internal medicine. Stuart Royal '72 is "cur-
rently interning in pediatrics at the University
of California Moffitt Hospital in San Francis-
co. I married Barbara in 1971 and recently we
had a daughter, Rachael. From 1971-74, I
attended the University of Alabama medical

school in Birmingham. We are enjoying the
San Francisco Bay Area and invite friends to
get in touch when they travel to the coast."
John Wallace BA '72 "completed four
years in the Navy in May. I was an instructor
and director of the Office Physics Division at
the Naval Nuclear Power School. I begin
graduate study in physics at Harvard in Sep-
tember. (Anyone know of a good Mexican
restaurant in Cambridoe?) I do not think I can
overestimate the value to me of the friends
made and of the education obtained at Rice.
I'd like to hear from other Rice people! Write
me at 2214 N. Pecan St., Nacogdoches, Tex.
75961." Janie Barnard Watson BA '72 is
"a librarian at the public library in Daly City,
Calif. (near San Francisco). I would like to
see any Rice people living in or visiting the
BBA (Beautiful Bay Area)!" Nancy Foote
'73 "was at Rice in 1969-70, then transferred
home to the University of Colorado, where I
majored in chemistry and graduated in 1972. I
then entered the University of Colorado
School of Medicine which awarded me my
MD this May. Summers in med school, I
worked as a singing waitress, traveled to
Mexico and throughout Central America, and
two summers working with the migrant Ag-
ricultural workers in Northeast Colorado
(Yuma County, pop. 2200). I am now in Seat-
tle, Washington, about to begin a three-year
residency in family practice at the Doctors
Hospital. My long-term plans are very uncer-
tain but I hope to return to Latin America at
least for a time. (I spent three months of my
senior year in med sch-ol in Peru studying
pediatrics and obstetrics.) I will probably
practice in a small Spanish-speaking commun-
ity in the southwest US when I finally settle
down." Cynthia Hamil Gaudet BA '73
and Perry M. Gaudet '74 "would like to let
our old friends know what has become of us.
Perry and I have had a pretty full life so far,
having two-year-old Stephanie and eight-
month-old Jean-Pierre to make the days full.
We have finally 'settled,' hopefully for one to
two years, in Jackson, Miss., where Perry is
a sales representative for Morse Chain, a di-
vision of Borg-Warner. The past three years
have seen us traveling practically
everywhere. We've lived in Houston, New
Orleans, Dallas, New Orleans again, Ithaca,
New York, Chicago, Denver, Dallas/
Houston/New Orleans, and, at present,
Jackson. Despite living for quite a while with
only what we could stuff in the car (the very
barest of bare necessities), it has been an
adventure. Discovering skiing (and the
hazards) has been the best fun yet. Hey there
Kris, Stan, Roy, Sundance, Waluch, Betsy
and Hal, Geo and Liz, Denise and Ann."
Thomas K. Gaylord PhD '70 was prom-
oted to associate professor of electrical en-
gineering at Georgia Institute of Technology
in Atlanta. In addition, Gaylord collected two
awards in the last year: the Outstanding
Teacher Award (presented by electrical en-
gineering seniors) and the Outstanding Young
Faculty Research Award (presented by
Sigma Xi). Johnnie M. Higginbotham, Jr.
BA '73 received a master of divinity degree
from Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary during the school's May 14 Com-
mencement. Deborah Denton Keefe BA
'73 took an MD degree with honors at the
June 2 Commencement of New York Medical
College in New York City. Keefe received
four honors with her degree: the Lange Med-
ical Publications Award; the Jonas N. Muller,
MD Award; and two citations for scholastic
achievement. Finally, as if the rigors of medi-
cal school weren't enough, Keefe had a baby
during the last half of her senior year. She will
spend her first year as an intern at St. Vin-
cent's Hospital in Manhattan, concentrating
on internal medicine. Kerry Kimbrough
BA '73 and his band, Balcones Fault, cut
their first album in July. Kimbrough plays
trumpet for the Austin-based show band
which has appeared on national television and
was called the "Best Show Band in Texas" by
Texas Monthly. Kathleen Ryan McLaurin
BA '73 graduated with honors from Emory
University Law School in June. She had pre-
viously attended University of Houston Law
School and attended Bates School of Law at
the University of Houston. McLaurin and her
husband, David C. McLaurin BComm
'73, a bank examiner, will live in Houston
where she will begin practice with a Houston

law firm. Paul R. Tramell
PhD '70 is the new direc-
tor of applied research
for American Hospital Sup-
ply Corporation (AHSC).
AHSC manufactures and
distributes health care prod-

ucts and services on an international basis.
Tramell and his family live in San Marino,
Calif. Rebecca Sue Strader BA '74 re-
ceived a master of arts degree from the
School of Theology at Claremont, Calif. She
was one of 64 students to graduate during the
June Commencement Exercises. Mary
Ellen Blade BA '75 has "just discovered
that I have been missing from the alumni re-
cords for the past year. Someone (I don't
know who) changed my name from Mary
Ellen Blade to that of my husband — an hon-
est, but unenlightened, error. This is not my
name; therefore, anyone trying to reach me
through the Alumni Office would have failed.
I'd like to encourage everyone not to assume
that all women take their husbands' names. I
didn't." James R. Brindley BS '75 was
married May 29 in San Antonio, Tex. to Pat-
ricia Ann Flores, a student at Texas Women's
University School of Nursing. Brindley is an
engineer with Brown & Root in Houston.
Mary Degnan BA '75 writes, "Unfortu.
nately, I have had to spend all of June and part
of July recovering from hepatitis. Fortunate-
ly, I will be returning to the same super job
I've had since graduation in '75 with the
chemistry research department of Hycel,
Inc. here in Houston." T.O. Murray BA '75
has been promoted to associate electrical en-
gineer at Fluor Engineers and Constructors
Corp. of Houston. His wife, Pauline Dr
ssler BA '75, is presently at work typing
Classnotes for SALLYPORT. Robert C. Visser,
Jr. BS '75 "received my MS in civil en-
gineering in construction at Stanford Univer-
sity last June. I start work with Brown &
Root, Inc. in San Francisco in July." Susaii
C. O'Hare Attalla PhD '76 "was married
to Michael D. Attalla MA '76 (Dept. of
French) on May 8, 1976. Currently, I aril
teaching freshman composition, technical
writing and methods of teaching composition
at Kansas State College of Pittsburg in the
English dept. Michael is a graduate student in
business management and an assistant in the
KSCP French department." David Clang

'76 "would like to announce the continuation

of that infamous tradition, the Ides of March
Party, to be held this year at the Quo Vadi5
Hotel in beautiful Ponca City, Olda. Anl
former participants, welcome. Contact me 0,t,
P.O. Box 1135, Ponca City, Olda. 74601.
Clark is now working for Continental Oil Co
Walter Scott Red, Jr. BA '76 worked this
summer as an assistant to the librarian of the,
Houston law firm, Baker & Botts. Red had

worked there since 1974. He will atten°
South Texas College of Law beginning thi5
fall. Lawrence Jon Siegel '76 is a student
at Baylor College of Medicine. Melinda
Smyser BA '76, a cum laude graduate 0'
Rice, is now studying at the UT Graduate
School of Biomedical Sciences. Beginning
raquetball players: call her. She's looking fd
a partner to play three times a weel‘.
Charles W. Starnes BA '76 has enrolled in
the University of Houston Educational Gin'
dance Counselling Program. His sister'
LeeAnn Starnes, entered Rice this fall as°
freshman. Bevans Welder BA '76 is "nc'tvii
working as a management trainee at Cap' 
National Bank, and I suggest that all 16.
people should invest in a part-time job who'
in school, or heavily participate in meaning
extracurricular activities. That's why I'm wn"
Capital!"

IN MEMORIAM

Gus S. Wortham — When Gus S. Worthl
died on September 1, 1976 at the age of 8 'd
Rice lost one of its most devoted friends an
supporters.
Born on February 18, 1891 in Met'

Texas, Wortham moved to Houston in 1915 t
cofound with his father the John L. Wort fd
and Son Insurance Company. Little 0.1,A
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be asked to join Rice University's Board
of Governors.
But Board members George R. Brown '20

and the late Harry Hanszen had been watch-
ing the young businessman as he founded and
nurtured the American General Insurance
Company (now the American General
Group). And they knew a winner when they
saw one.
When in 1946 the invitation from Brown

and Hanszen came, Wortham was surprised
— and very pleased. "To be asked to become
a Rice Governor is one of the great honors
bestowed in this community," he once said.
During the next fifteen years, Wortham

would repay many times over that honor.
Under his expert guidance, Rice acquired its
huge stadium and substantially boosted its
endowment.
When in 1961 at the age of 70, Wortham

became a trustee emeritus of the Board, he
had served as the Board's vice-chairman, as
Chairman of the Seat Option Drive in which
twenty-year seat options were sold to help
6nance the new stadium, and as chairman of
the Board's finance committee.
In his long association with Rice, Wortham

Proved himself critical to its development.
Evidence of his devotion is still prominent
today. "Without Gus Wortham, there would
not be a Rice Stadium," says George RI
Brown, a former chairman of the Board.
"Without Wortham, the Rice endowment
would not have embarked on its dynamic
growth," says another prominent Hous-
tonian. H. Malcolm Lovett '35, also a
former Board chairman and son of the
University's founding president, said of him
Ill 1970: "Men and women of Rice hail, and
Will forever hail, Gus Wortham."
Gus Wortham will be missed. But he

Will always be remembered by the school
With which he shared so much of his talent
and energy.

Memorial Service Held
for Mrs. Croneis
A memorial service was held August 31 in

the Rice Chapel for Mrs. Grace Williams
Croneis, widow of the late Chancellor Carey
..,,Croneis. Mrs. Croneis died August 2 in a
:traverse City, Michigan hospital as result of
injuries sustained in an automobile accident
(tilling the Memorial Day weekend, May 31.
A Houston resident since 1954, Mrs.
,croneis was born in Marengo, Ohio on July
47, 1900. She shared many of her husband's
,global travel experiences. She was also active
!ti a number of Houston civic organizations,
1„ricluding the Pan-American Round Table and
the English Speaking Union. Mrs. Croneis is
ssurvived by a sister, Mrs. Thelma
t chwartzkopf of Columbus, Ohio; one daugh-
er, Mrs. Theodore Alfred of Cleveland,
, nlo: and five grandchildren. Another daugh-
`er, Christine Croneis Sayres, a painter and
sculPtress, died in 1970.
The family has requested that memorial

rts be made in the form of contributions
1° the Rice University Geology Department,
0. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77001.
e late Chancellor Croneis was the founder
' the department.

P1°Yd F. Fouts '17 of Houston. Anna Ric-
kitetts Knapp BA '18 of Houston. Edwin

'Roberts '21 of Amarillo, Tex. Henry P.
Zathieu BS '22 of Amarillo, Tex. Sadie R.
41eLean BA '25 of Houston. Morgan S.

Campbell BSCE '31 of Galveston, Tex.
Herbert A. Martin BA '32 of Houston.
Anne Reid Williams Crawford BA '33 of
Houston. Anthony A. Aucoin MA '34 of
Houston. Edwin A. Sauer '35 of Houston.
John H. Arnold '46 of Erie, Pa. Oliver
Clarke Foster BA '50 of Houston. George
D. Wilson, Jr. BA '55 of Houston. Henry
Louis Stambler BA '61 of Burlington, Vt.
Wilson Elbert Dolman, III BA '66 of
Odessa, Tex. Richard A. Frank PhD '72
Byron R. Smith '76 of Houston. Grace
Williams (Mrs. Carey) Croneis of Hous-
ton. Dr. Radoslav Tsanoff of Houston.

A unique memorial has been established by
Tom W. Smith '34 and Mary Simpson Smith
'47 to honor their son, Byron R. Smith '76,
who was killed June 29 in a car accident in
Galveston, Tex. The Byron R. Smith Memo-
rial Fund for Marshland Studies will finance
research in environmentally-related biology
to which Smith devoted much of his energy as
an undergraduate. Frank M. Fisher, Jr., pro-
fessor of biology at Rice, is administrator of
the Fund. Contact him for more information
at either (713) 527-4917 or P.O. Box 1892,
Houston, Texas 77001.
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The Association of Rice Alumni is a non-
profit organization with offices on the Rice
University campus.

SALLYPORT is sent free to all University
alumni, parents of University students,
and supporters of the University. C) 1976
by the Association of Rice Alumni, P.O.
Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77001.

William Marsh Rice University admits
students of any race, color, and national or
ethnic origin.

NSA,LLYPORT PERSONALS. Better than a message in a bottle. Think of this Class0
RI. ;es form as a letter to people you knew at Rice. Speak to them about your life since

uuation ... and anything else you want to tell them is welcome, too. We would like Class
ei.tes to reflect the style, the interests, the causes and the ideas of those whose paths
ussed the Rice campus. Tell us what's important to you.

Naine  Class

ktitiress new)  

OWLMANAC Continued
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Blank, director. Oct. 3A Nous La Liberte.
Jean Renoir, director. Oct. 8 Garden of
Allah, with Marlene Dietrich. Oct. 8 His-
tory of the American Avant Garde, 1966-
67. MIDNIGHT. Oct. 9 Children of Paradise.
Marcel Carrie, director. 7:30 P.M., only.
Oct. 10 Children of Paradise. Marcel
Carrie, director. 7:30 P.M., only. Oct. 15
Made for Each Other, with Carole Lom-
bard. Oct. 15 History of the American
Avant Garde, 1967-70. MIDNIGHT. Oct. 16
Casablanca. Michael Curtiz, director.
Oct. 17 Blow for Blow. Karmitz, director.
Oct. 22 Bill of Divorcement, with
Katherine Hepburn. George Cukor, di-
rector. Oct. 22 History of the American
Avant Garde, 1970-72. MIDNIGHT. Oct. 23
The Lavendar Hill Mob, with Alec Guin-
ness. Oct. 24 Donkey Skin, with
Catherine Deneuve. Jacques Demy, di-
rector. Oct. 29 Foolish Wives. Erich von
Stroheim, director. Oct. 30 Sparrows,
with Mary Pickford. Oct. 31 Persona. In-
gmar Bergman, director. Nov. 5 Sunrise.
Murnau, director. Nov. 6 The Criminal
Code. Howard Hawks, director. Nov. 7
The Touch, with Liv Ullman and Elliot
Gould. Ingmar Bergman, director. Nov.
12 The Emperor Jones, with Paul Robe-
son. Nov. 13 The Mystery of the Wax
Museum. Michael Curtiz, director. Nov.
14 Les Oliviers de la Justice. James Blue,
director. The Battle of Algiers. Pon-
tecorvo, director. 7:30 P.M., only. Nov. 19
Sweet Movie. Dusan Makavajev, director.
7:30 P.M., 10 P.M., and MIDNIGHT. Nov. 20
Taking Off Milos Forman, director. Nov.
21 Les Violons du Bal. Michel Drach, di-
rector. Nov. 26 A Star is Born, with Judy
Garland. Nov. 27 Guys and Dolls, with
Marlon Brando and Frank Sinatra. Nov.
28 Dishonored, with Marlene Dietrich.
von Sternberg, director. Dec. 3 A Street-
car Named Desire, with Marlon Brando
and Vivien Leigh. Ella Kazan, director.
Dec. 4 One-Eyed Jacks, with Marlon
Brando. Dec. 5 Voyage Surprise. Prevert,
director. Dec. 10 Last Tango in Paris,
with Maria Schneider and Marlon Brando.
Bernardo Bertolucci, director. Dec. 11
The Godfather, with Marlon Brando. 7:30
P.M., only. Dec. 12 The Godfather, with
Marlon Brando. 7:30 P.M., only.

The Rice Women's Club
1976-77 Schedule

Sept. 12 Introducing Main Street Thea-
ter! A Rice alumna founded and now
directs the community group which
has produced the works of T.S.
Eliot, Shakespeare and Noel Coward.

Oct. 10 Fashion model, consultant and
University of Houston lecturer Elsa Ros-
borough will share ways to "Take Time to
Summarize Your Assets."

Nov. 14 Terrence Doody, associate pro-
fessor of English at Rice, will speak on a
topic to be announced.

Dec. 5 Join Henry Gadbout for a pre-
holiday wine and cheese-tasting party.

Jan. 9 Take part in a physical fitness
seminar with fitness-expert Christoph
Cordon, who has worked with Jack
LaLanne and Irwin Paris.

Feb. 13 Carolyn Wallace, executive
director of the Alumni Association,
and Marilyn Moore, chairperson of the
Association's Travel Committee, will
share memories collected on a recent
alumni tour.

Mar. 13 "Women's Rights and the Equal
Rights Amendment" will be discussed by
Attorney Sharolyn Wood, a Rice alumna.

Apr. 17 Meet with the South Main
Center Association, established to study
ways to protect the unique character of
Rice's neighborhood.

May 14 Visit "Heaven on Earth," an au-
thentic Southern plantation. Take a tour
and have lunch in the unhurried atmo-
sphere of a romantic by-gone era.

All Rice women are invited to join the Rice
Women's Club for regular meetings held
on the second Sunday of each month at
3 p.m. in Cohen House as well as for
the special programs listed above. Dues
are $6 /year.

The Sept. 12 program will be the Club's
first meeting of the year. Prospective
members are invited to come and get ac-
quainted!

The Society of Rice University
Women announces three special
programs for fall 1976. All are open
to the entire Rice community, free
of charge. For more information, call
the SRUW's program director, Lee
Kobayashi, at 781-1406.

Oct. 6 A Shepherd School of Music con-
cert, featuring Albert Tipton, flute, and
Mary Norris, piano. A champagne recep-
tion in the lobby of Hamman Hall will im-
mediately follow the program. 8:30 P.M.,
Hamman Hall.

Nov. 15 "Life Inside the Hedges" will be
discussed by the SRUW undergraduate
representative, Amy Cheng '77. Learn
what Rice women want from their educa-
tion and where they're going. 10 A.M.,
Jones College North Lobby.

Nov. 20 Informal discussion sessions will
be the focus of a women's symposium
which will examine "Life Beyond the
Hedges." Various alternative lifestyles
open to Rice women will be considered.
10 AM., Rice Memorial Center Grand Hall.

MUSIC
The Shepherd School of Music sponsors
special programs which are open to the
public, free of charge. For information on
programs scheduled for this fall, call the
School at 527-4837.

In the May-June 1976 issue, Pauline Dessler
'75 wrote an interesting article about Pat
Quinn '34 ("Yesterday and Today with Pat
Quinn: Here's Looking at You, Kid.") To her,
the class of 1934 might seem to be early Rice,
but to the real old-timers of the first five
classes, Pat Quinn's era was a modern one.
On page 4, the picture is labeled, "Rice's first
slime parade, 1921." Sorry, this is all wrong.
As a freshman in the fall of 1916, I took part in
a "slime shirt tail parade," with all of us wear-
ing the little green caps. My friend, Vinton
Doughtie '20, recalls that we paraded through
the Woolworth's Store to purchase noise-
makers. We then paraded down Main Street
to the Rice Hotel which was the headquarters
in town for all Rice people in those early days.
The parade, supervised by sophomores, was
already a tradition in 1916. It would be in-
teresting to hear from a "slime" of the fall of
1914 and 1915, to find out which parade actu-
ally was the first one.
C. L. (Chief) Dowell '21
Austin, Tex.

The first article in the May-June issue made
me very nostalgic. Although I matriculated in
1929, I did not graduate until 1936, having
stayed out three years for one reason or
another. So, you see, my years at Rice cov-
ered most of the things that were mentioned,
such as slime parades, marching down Main
Street, bonfires, Saturday night dances, etc.
We had very little money and practically no

cars, but a helluva lot of fun. I lived in South
Hall and West Hall for part of the time; the
rest, I lived at home. I could write a book on
my four years at Rice, but who would read it?

Let's don't drop out of the Southwest Con-
ference, win, lose or draw. Except for '34,
we didn't win many, but there again, we had a
lot of fun and spirit!
Vincent L. Nealy '36
Sun City, Ariz.
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Aanlot of people are looking forward to seeing you November 5d 6. More people than you know. At Homecoming, Rice's
past meets Rice's present face to face. And they touch, with

hands and minds. It's a special time.
On November 6 your college is holding a reunion for all its

members. The people you lived with, laughed with, and learned with
will be there. But there will be other people too: the people living,
laughing, and learning at Rice today. If you look closely, you catch a
glimpse of yourself in one or another of them. There is some of your
past in their present.

So while you're sharing memories with your old friends, you can
share them with new ones, too. It's liable to be a most memorable
occasion for both of you.

Homecoming '76 will be highlighted by an all-school Convoca-
tion (November 4 and 5), a football contest between the Owls and
the SMU Mustangs, class reunions, the annual General Assem-
bly of alumni (complete, this year, with a sumptious steak dinner),
an all-alumni dance — and, of course, the reunionitk the eight
residential colleges.

Plan to spend this November 5 and 6 with your friends. Old and
new. They'll be waiting for you. They're looking forward to looking
back with you.

Please return this preregistration form, with your check, to the
Association of Rice Alumni: Homecoming, P.O. Box 1892, Houston,
Texas 77001. Hotel information is available.

Registration will be held from 4:00 to 7:00 P.M. Friday, November
5, in the Rice Memorial Center. For a schedule of events see
Owlmanac, page 2 of this SALLYPORT.

See you there!

Name

e

Address

City State

Class 

Zip 

I'll need tickets for
El The General Assembly/Dinner, $10 per persoll

($10.50 at the door.)
The College Reunion Luncheon, $2 per perso0
($2 at the door.)
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